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Abstract: The desire for greener aircraft pushes both academic and industrial research into developing
technologies, manufacturing, and operational strategies providing emissions abatement. At time of
writing, there are no certified electric aircraft for passengers’ transport. This is due to the requirements
of lightness, reliability, safety, comfort, and operational capability of the fast air transport, which
are not completely met by the state-of-the-art technology. Recent studies have shown that new
aero-propulsive technologies do not provide significant fuel burn reduction, unless the operational
ranges are limited to short regional routes or the electric storage capability is unrealistically high,
and that this little advantage comes at increased gross weight and operational costs. Therefore, a
significant impact into aviation emissions reduction can only be obtained with a revolutionary design,
which integrates disruptive technologies starting from the preliminary design phase. This paper
reviews the recent advances in propulsions, aerodynamics, and structures to present the enabling
technologies for a low emissions aircraft, with a focus on the commuter category. In fact, it is the
opinion of the European Community, which has financed several projects, that advances on the small
air transport will be a fundamental step to assess the results and pave the way for large greener
airplanes.
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1. Introduction
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Aviation contributes to global carbon emissions only from 2.0% to 2.5%. Of this small
contribution, more than 90% of the carbon emissions come from commercial operations
of large passenger aircraft, which carry more than 100 passengers per trip. Nonetheless,
a significant reduction of aviation emissions—including NOX and noise—is the objective
of developed countries because of normative restrictions, long time to consolidate a new
technology in aviation, and the global impact of pollutants emissions [1].
In the year 2011, the European Commission formulated ambitious goals in the “Flightpath 2050—Europe’s Vision for Aviation” [2] for the European aviation for the year 2050.
Two of the ambitious goals are:
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•
•

“90% of travellers within Europe are able to complete their journey, door-to-door
within 4 h”.
“In 2050 technologies and procedures available allow a 75% reduction in CO2 emissions per passenger kilometre to support the ATAG target and a 90% reduction in NOX
emissions. The perceived noise emission of flying aircraft is reduced by 65%. These
are relative to the capabilities of typical new aircraft in 2000”.

Furthermore, the Commission expects that “in 2050, the innovative, sustainable and
highly competitive European aviation industry has cemented its place as the world leader”.
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At time of writing, there are three ongoing European funded projects [3] related to the
Small Air Transport (SAT) sector to make economic growth compatible with sustainability
and environmental constraints, while keeping the aviation industry competitive and innovative. In this sense, the Horizon 2020 period will be decisive for delivering the innovations
defining this century’s fleet and its environmental footprint. In fact, results of the Clean
Sky 2 (CS2) program will be applicable to 75% of the world fleet needing replacement up
to 2050 and CS2 technology will be able to address aviation emissions totalling over 70% of
the worldwide civil air fleet [4].
One of the major ambitions of SAT markets is to meet Flightpath 2050 whereby “90% of
travellers within Europe are able to complete their journey, door-to-door within 4 h”, fitting
perfectly and meeting a need that would otherwise go unserved [5]. Today, commuter
aircraft have the agility to take off and land in tiny regional or remote utility airports,
provide a reduced fuel consumption compared to bigger aircraft, have a fast turnaround
time, and can be deployed on routes that would not be geographically or economically
viable by rail or road, nor by larger aircraft such as regional turboprops or jets. For this
perspective, SAT has a noble role in its operational and societal functions. In fact, SATs
help ‘connect the dots’ and serve local communities and locations that would otherwise be
isolated or confined to much slower road or rail transport. There are also many areas of
the world where rail is not an option as the infrastructure simply does not exist. Moreover,
SAT aircraft could be employed as a low cost/short range cargo for standard pallets (LD3,
half pallet) delivery in remote areas [6].
Although the impact of the emissions of general aviation aircraft is tiny with respect
to the global anthropic emissions, the SAT segment is seen as the bridge to overcome the
gap from experimental aircraft to commercial aviation. It is believed that the success of
many technologies can be better proven and demonstrated at the level of SAT rather than
on large passenger transportation. This is the case of alternative propulsion system, which
has been already introduced on light aircraft and has received a great deal of attention
over the past years. Thus, the SAT segment can be a viable feasible platform to develop a
systematic approach to fully design such aircraft system, define a best practice, and trace a
technological roadmap for larger platform and aircraft demonstrators.
By “near-zero” or “quasi-zero” emissions, the intention is a significant abatement
of CO2 , NOX , and noise emissions with respect to a hypothetical aircraft designed with
technologies available in the year 2000, from 50%—if the new aircraft is to enter in service
in 2035—to the above cited target values indicated in the Flightpath 2050 document.
To achieve the near-zero emissions target, several technologies and approaches are
reviewed in this document. These enabling technologies define the design space of ELICA
(ELectric Innovative Commuter Aircraft), a Clean Sky 2 project focused on the conceptual
design of a 19-passenger commuter aircraft based on alternative propulsion concepts,
targeting 50% CO2 emissions [7]. The authors of this paper participate in the ELICA
consortium, which is made up of industrial, academic, and start-up partners from Germany,
Italy, and Belgium.
The technologies presented in this paper include advanced propulsion and energy
systems such as all-electric and hybrid-electric propulsion systems and high-power batteries and fuel cells for propulsion, which are discussed in Section 2. Apart from the energy
sources, airframe–propulsor integration shall increase the impact of advanced propulsion
systems, as in the case of distributed propulsion, which use multiple propulsors to achieve
beneficial aerodynamic–propulsion interaction [1,8–11]. Moreover, boundary layer ingestion and laminar flow technology may contribute to improve the aerodynamic efficiency
by reducing the aircraft parasite drag. These and other aerodynamic technologies are
discussed in Section 3. Finally, airframe offers various key technologies to further improve
performance versus weight ratio and even favour safety. That is the case of smart intelligent systems to monitor the whole airframe in IoT (Internet of Things) and Industry 4.0
perspectives. In addition, some challenging but promising advancements are forecasted
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Most of the fuel is stored in the wings. This arrangement has several advantages: the
fuel is located close to the aircraft centre of gravity to minimise its shift as fuel is burned;
the wing structural weight is reduced because the fuel weight partially offsets the bending
moment produced by wing lift; no space useful for payload, which is carried in the fuselage,
is lost.
In the search for alternative energy sources, aircraft weight and drag penalties must
be considered if sources less dense than jet fuel (e.g., hydrogen and natural gas) are to be
employed. For example, given the low density of hydrogen, the drag and weight increase
from the tanks needed for cryogenic liquid hydrogen will offset the gain in energy density
for high-speed aircraft. Similarly, battery-powered concepts in which the batteries will
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be installed in the fuselage need to be compared with aircraft having similar net payload
capabilities.
Aircraft burning fuel during their mission will lose weight. This is an advantage for
long
range aircraft (more than 3000 nmi), because the decreased weight leads to further
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#
#
#

batteries
fuel cells
hydrogen-fuelled aircraft

The best results will be obtained by integrating the enabling technologies. For instance,
turbo-electric propulsion will be effective if coupled with distributed electric propulsion,
which is discussed in Section 3.1.
2.1. Conventional Propulsion
Gas turbines convert the fuel chemical energy into a rotating shaft mechanical energy.
An aircraft engine converts the shaft power into propulsive power with a propeller (turboprop engine) or with a propulsive system made of a ducted fan and a nozzle (turbofan
engine). If the propulsor consists of a two large, contra-rotating, tandem propellers system,
it is sometimes called “unducted fan” or “prop-fan”. Propeller contra-rotation is a way to
recover part of the energy loss due to the flow swirl in the propeller wake. The mechanical
complexity, weight, and maintenance costs of such a feature often shadow the aerodynamic
advantage, so that many propeller-driven airplanes employ a single propeller per engine.
Alternative (piston) engines are commonly used on very light and ultra-light aircraft,
due to their compliance with the required power-to-weight and pressure ratio, simplicity,
robustness, and the possibility to use automotive gasoline or diesel fuel. Commuter aircraft
category are propeller-driven by definition [15]. Power-to-weight ratio favours turboprop
engines as a conventional propulsive system for commuter aircraft.
2.1.1. Evolution of Current Gas Turbines
Recent studies have considered the practical limits for simple cycle gas turbines given
the potential for new materials, engine architectures, and component technologies. Their
estimates provide a possible improvement of 30–35% in overall efficiency with respect to
engines currently in service. It may be possible to achieve thermodynamic efficiencies of
65–70% and propulsive efficiencies of 90–95%. Improvements in turbomachinery performance and reduction in cooling losses could improve thermodynamic efficiency by 19%
and 6%, respectively. This gain will not be achieved only by the adoption of such new
technologies in existing engines, but it will require the optimisation of the thermodynamic
cycle from specific levels of component performance characteristics, temperature capability,
and cooling. The practical limits to propulsive efficiency cannot be addressed at the engine
level alone, but require integration within the airframe and airplane configuration [1].
As concerns propeller efficiency, it is a matter of aerodynamics studies. The adoption
of high-fidelity numerical simulations at design level and the addition of a swirl recovery
system should provide the achievement of the abovementioned increase in propulsive
efficiency. Furthermore, it is known that the flow accelerated through a propulsor contains
energy that is pushed away from the aircraft. Thus, a large propeller accelerating a large
air mass is more efficient—i.e., it has a lower specific fuel consumption—than a turbofan
engine providing a significant acceleration to a small air mass for a given thrust.
Improvement of thermodynamic efficiency requires larger pressure at compressor exit
and higher turbine inlet temperatures, while reducing structural weight and aerodynamic
losses. Improvements in materials and manufacturing should continue the trend of the last
40 years, which provided forged titanium alloys, several nickel superalloys, single-crystal
turbine airfoils, forged high-temperature powder metal alloys, coatings for environmental
protection and for thermal barriers, and, most recently, titanium aluminides. Advanced
materials can reduce fuel burn by decreasing the engine structural weight and further
improvements are expected with long lasting turbine blade resisting at 1700 ◦ C. This
includes ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) and other monolithic ceramics, which should
enter into service within a few years. Challenges include low fracture toughness, low
thermal conductivity, and manufacturing cost. If their thermal resistance could be brought
to about 1500 ◦ C, they would dramatically reduce or eliminate cooling in many parts of the
engine, significantly increasing efficiency and lowering its weight [1].
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Advances in high-temperature metallic alloys, such as nickel-based alloys as well as
new materials classes such as niobium and molybdenum, have temperature capability
comparable to that of CMCs and much higher fracture toughness and thermal conductivity,
with a higher density. They seem suitable for static cooled parts such as combustors or
turbine vanes. Further studies on manufacturing and coatings are needed [1].
Coatings can add value to many engine parts. They are required at high temperature
for environmental protection. For cooled parts, a thermal barrier coating can significantly
increase the temperature capability and reduce cooling requirements. Erosion coating can
extend part life and retain performance. Ice-phobic coating can reduce the threats posed
by ice formation. Further progress in coatings of all types can be expected given sufficient
investment [1].
Different manufacturing techniques, such as additive manufacturing, offer the possibility to produce structures or properties that would otherwise be unrealisable or prohibitively
expensive. Some manufacturers claim to achieve improved performance with fewer parts
and saving millions of dollars per plane by using additive manufacturing on jet engines [16].
At the time of writing, it is difficult to further quantify the impact of the evolution of
the gas turbine. If the overall engine efficiency 30% increase is directly linked to fuel burn,
then it may be argued that carbon and presumably also NOX emissions will be reduced
by the same amount in the 2035–2050 timeframe. This improvement is consistent with the
2% fuel burn reduction achieved from the 1970s. Historical data show a 25% reduction in
jet engines cruise thrust specific fuel consumption over 40 years, with turboprop gaining
from 10% to 30% more efficiency over regional jets and large turbofans. However, fuel
consumption and emissions from cruise data are not sufficient to describe the impact of
the advancing technology. As concerns turbofan engines, it has been shown [17] that
during the last 40 years, thrust specific emissions during a landing–take-off cycle have
been almost constant. Moreover, despite significant investments in aero engine technology,
emissions saving rates are decreasing over time. This is due to several factors: emissions of
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons significantly increase at low thrust settings (landing),
while NOX high emissions at high thrust settings (take-off) and high thermal efficiency
is counterbalanced by high bypass ratios engines. The emissions of CO2 follow the same
trend of thrust-specific fuel consumption with engine ratings. Similar conclusions may
be drawn for turboprop engines. In addition, the impact of emissions at low altitudes,
especially in take-off and landing phases, may be critical because of the highly urbanised
areas near the airports and photochemical reactions in the low troposphere [18].
This explains why even if all the above-mentioned technological improvements are
successfully integrated into a turboprop engine, they will not be sufficient to cope with the
target of quasi-zero emissions.
2.1.2. Sustainable Aviation Fuels
Sustainable aviation fuels (SAFs) are alternative to petroleum-based jet fuels, fully
compatible with the existing aircraft and fuel infrastructure, miscible with conventional
jet fuels, and sustainable in the sense that they have a smaller carbon footprint in their
entire life cycle and are acceptable also from a socio-economic point of view. While burning
SAF will produce nearly the same amount of CO2 per unit of fuel as conventional jet fuel,
the use of SAF reduces net life cycle carbon emissions because SAFs enable reusing or
recycling carbon that is already present in the biosphere. If their commercialisation takes
place on a large scale, aviation can significantly lower its net carbon emissions more quickly
and effectively than improving operations, infrastructure, and aircraft. This reduction
can also be achieved without impacting the timeframe or suitability of other potential
carbon-lowering approaches.
Jet fuel is a generic term that encompasses many specific variants, such as Jet A, Jet
A-1, JP-5, and JP-8. In most cases, the other names imply specific variants of the fuel, as
often detailed in the specifications. Jet A is the most common form of jet fuel used by
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commercial aviation in the United States, while Jet A-1 predominates in the rest of the
world [1].
To be fully compatible with conventional jet fuels, SAF must have high energy per
unit mass, high energy per unit volume, low freezing point, low vapor pressure, materials
compatibility, low toxicity, and must be stable and non-volatile. These properties ensure
safety and compliance to the required performance. Any synthetic fuel that has such
characteristics is also called a “drop-in” fuel, in the sense that it can substitute conventional
jet fuel without changing the existing aircraft fuel system or airport infrastructure.
Sources other than petroleum include woody biomass, hydrogenated fats and oils,
recycled waste, and other renewable sources. The American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) International has developed standards ASTM D4054 and D5766 to
approve new bio-based aviation fuels, and currently, six production pathways have been
certified for blending with conventional aviation fuel. These are reported in Table 1.
Additional pathways are currently in the ASTM certification process.
Table 1. Approved sustainable aviation fuels as per ASTM D5766 [19].
Name
Fischer–Tropsch Synthetic
Paraffinic Kerosene
Fischer–Tropsch Synthetic
Paraffinic Kerosene and
Aromatics

Hydroprocessed Fatty Acid Esters
and Free Fatty Acid

Hydroprocessing of Fermented
Sugars—Synthetic Iso-Paraffinic
kerosene
Alcohol-to-Jet Synthetic Paraffinic
Kerosene

Max blend

FRL 2

50%

7

50%

7

Vegetable oils: palm,
camelina, jatropha,
used cooking oil

50%

9

Using modified yeasts, sugars are
converted to hydrocarbons.

Sugarcane, sugar beet

10%

5–7

Dehydration, oligomerisation,
and hydro processing are used to
convert alcohols, such as
iso-butanol, into hydrocarbon.

Sugarcane, sugar
beet, sawdust,
lignocellulosic
residues (straw)

50%

7

5%

6–7

Abbrev.

Description

FT-SPK

Biomass is converted to synthetic
gas and then into bio-based
aviation fuel.

FT-SPK/A

A variation of FT-SPK, where
alkylation of light aromatics
creates a hydrocarbon blend that
includes aromatic compounds.

HEFA

Lipid feedstocks, such as
vegetable oils, used cooking oils,
tallow, etc., are converted using
hydrogen into green diesel, and
this can be further separated to
obtain bio-based aviation fuel.

HFS-SIP

ATJ-SPK

Feedstocks 1
Wastes (MSW, etc.),
coal, gas, sawdust

Biocrude of lipidic feedstock in
petroleum refinery processes.

Co-processing
1

SAF technical certification [20]. 2 Fuel Readiness Level [21].

Actual potential for local bio-fuels production are 0.3% of US [1] and 4% of Europe
jet fuel demand [19]. The price of SAF obtained from exhausted cooking oil ranges from
950 to 1015 €/ton, versus the 600 €/ton of the conventional jet fuel. Some sources of SAF
are used to produce the biodiesel powering road vehicles, thus enabling a competition
that is expected to grow in the coming years. Current consumption in Europe is very low
compared to the potential production capacity [19].
The European Union define SAFs as biofuels whose life cycle’s greenhouse emissions
are reduced with respect to fossil fuels by at least 50% for production plants older than
5 October 2015, 60% for production plants built later, and 65% for installations from year
2021. Furthermore, raw materials cannot be sourced from land with high biodiversity or
high carbon footprint. The consideration of the life cycle is important because even if a
biomass grows by absorbing the same amount of CO2 produced during its combustion and
hence yielding to a zero net carbon footprint, the cultivation, harvesting, transportation,
and conversion of biomass into fuel produce further carbon emissions that cannot be
recovered [19].
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Depending on the biomass source and difference in production chains, a HEFA biofuel
should reduce the direct greenhouse gas emissions by about 50%, from the 89 gCO2eq /MJ
to the 40–50 gCO2eq /MJ. Further details are reported in Table 2. It is here remarked that
these estimates do not include indirect effects such as land use change (e.g., a cropland
previously used for agriculture) [19]. Having the same basic molecular structure (i.e.,
hydrocarbons), the burning of SAF produces the same amount of CO2 of conventional jet
fuel. The so-called “pump-to-wake” contribution to greenhouse emissions is practically the
same. The overall emissions, the so-called “well-to-wake”, can be reduced up to 90% since
most of the emitted carbon is absorbed by new biomass [1].
Table 2. Greenhouse emissions savings (excluding carbon emissions from land use change) [19].
SAF

Feedstocks

Direct Emission
Savings *

Average

FT-SPK-A

Agricultural residues
Forestry residues
Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)
Short-rotation woody crops
Herbaceous energy crops

89–94%
88%
68%
81%
87%

81%

HEFA

Tallow
Used cooking oil
Palm fatty acid distillate
Soybean
Rapeseed/Canola
Camelina
Palm oil—closed pond
Palm oil—open pond

78%
85%
76%
53%
48%
54%
61%
29%

61%

SIP

Sugarcane
Sugarbeet

62%
68%

65%

Iso-butanol for ATJ

Agricultural residues
Forestry residues
Sugarcane
Corn grain
Herbaceous energy crops (switchgrass)
Molasses

71%
74%
69%
54%
66%
69%

67%

Ethanol for ATJ

Sugarcane
Corn grain

69%
26%

48%

* With respect to 89 gCO2eq /MJ jet fuel baseline.

2.2. Electric Propulsion Architectures
Electric propulsion systems convert electric energy into mechanical energy, which is
converted into thrust by a propeller or a fan. They are an effective way to reduce pollutant
emissions as long as the energy sources are renewable. Electric propulsion can be allelectric, hybrid-electric, or turbo-electric. There are several variants of the logic schemes
of an electric propulsion system [13,22–24]. In the following, multiple hybrid propulsion
systems are evolved from a conventional propulsion system and their benefits over the
conventional system are discussed in a qualitative way. The systems are focused on aircraft
application. However, they could also be used to drive cars or trains.
The assessment starts with a conventional propulsion system by considering functional
aspects only. This means that only different subsystem and component types and their
impact on the hybrid system are considered. The number and the size of individual
subsystems or components are not considered as this would lead to a large number of
systems, which cannot be compared in a meaningful manner in this report. In the following,
the system is extended step by step with electric components until the most complex hybrid
system is presented at the end. Figure 4 shows the setup of a conventional propulsion
system.
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The generator (GEN) transforms the mechanical power of the ICE to electrical power.
The motor (MOT) on the right transforms the electric power back to mechanical power
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can be bidirectional. Hence, the battery can be charged when the system is operative by
absorbing mechanical power from the ICE. This can be done during mission segments
where the propulsor does not require much power.
The second group of hybrid propulsion systems are serial hybrid systems. In these
systems, the entire propulsive power is transformed to a second power form. To transform
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the conventional propulsion system shown in Figure 4 to a serial hybrid system, two
electric machines are added. The system setup is shown in Figure 6.
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considered to be modifiable during operation, the combination of the two electric machines
machines is not considered to be modifiable during operation, the combination of the two
has a constant transmission function like a mechanical gear stage. To adjust the load
electric machines has a constant transmission function like a mechanical gear stage. To
share between multiple propulsors connected to one engine, a variable pitch mechanism is
adjust the load share between multiple propulsors connected to one engine, a variable
required. With such a mechanism, the torque and power demand of each propulsor can be
pitch mechanism is required. With such a mechanism, the torque and power demand
of
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In contrast to the electric shaft, the DC link topology allows to decouple the rotational
speeds of the electric machines in the propulsion system. Hence, fixed pitch rotors can
only be operated independently in a DC link topology. The electric shaft topology has a
torque limit, which must not be exceeded during operation to ensure synchronisation of
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Table 3. Comparison of the electric shaft and the DC link topology.

Operational aspects
Electric machine rotational speeds are decoupled
Power split between multiple propulsor motors
is variable without variable pitch mechanism
Peak torque capability
System level aspects
Battery integration possible
Non-propulsive power offtake possible
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Therefore, the effectiveness of turbo-electric architecture relies on its integration in the
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airframe, leading to beneficial aero-propulsive interactions that are unfeasible to obtain with
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a conventional powertrain. In fact, electric propulsion enables the possibility to distribute
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the propulsors on the wing—distributed electric propulsion (DEP)—and to cancel most of
in Section 3.
the fuselage wake with boundary layer ingestion (BLI), which are discussed in Section 3.
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For commuter and general aviation aircraft, it is claimed that the electric motor
power, including power electronics, will be below 1 MW and the required specific power
should be around 7 kW/kg [1]. In April 2015, Siemens announced the development of a
direct-drive (2500 rpm), 260 kW aircraft electric motor weighing a little over 50 kg [25].
The motor specific power is in the order of 5 kW/kg, and it is capable of powering aircraft
with a maximum take-off gross mass of 2000 kg. The potential availability of such an
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For commuter and general aviation aircraft, it is claimed that the electric motor power,
including power electronics, will be below 1 MW and the required specific power should be
around 7 kW/kg [1]. In April 2015, Siemens announced the development of a direct-drive
(2500 rpm), 260 kW aircraft electric motor weighing a little over 50 kg [25]. The motor
specific power is in the order of 5 kW/kg, and it is capable of powering aircraft with a
maximum take-off gross mass of 2000 kg. The potential availability of such an engine
suggests that twin-engine commuter aircraft could be powered by electric motors using
current technology. It will be the energy source that will determine the potential range
of such aircraft and hence their economic viability. This is the argument of the following
sections.
2.4. Power Electronics, Distribution, and Thermal Management
Power electronics already play a key role for aircraft electrical power systems and
that role becomes more critical with turbo-electric propulsion systems. Power electronics
are used for power conversion (including motor drives) and power distribution (circuit
protection).
Silicon carbide (SiC) power electronics enable MW-class aircraft power due to their
improved efficiency and high voltage performance characteristics compared to today’s
silicon-based power electronics. SiC is also a more reliable technology than silicon in
commercial aircraft environments. Specific power for silicon-based power electronics systems today is approximately 2.2 kW/kg for aircraft applications and their use for circuit
protection is limited to 25 A at 270 V DC (7 kW). Higher-powered circuit protection is
provided by mechanical breakers and relays up to about 500 A at 270 V DC (135 kW) using
state-of-the-art equipment. It is envisioned that in 20 years, SiC-based power electronics
systems for aircraft applications will have a specific power of 30 kW/kg—unpublished
data from Rolls-Royce—for power conversion and circuit protection using electronic components up to 200 A at ±270 V—essentially 540 V, for a power capacity of 108 kW—or
using mechanical breakers up to 1000 A at ±270 V (540 kW). High specific powers will be
facilitated by advances in components that make power electronics heavy: switching components, materials, switching topologies, passive filter components such as transformers,
packaging, and thermal management components [1]. Especially the passive components
(e.g., filters and the DC capacitor) and connection interfaces and housing make the power
electronics large and heavy. The power density of power electronic devices can be increased
significantly by increasing the switching frequency and by integrating the inverter into the
electric machine. Increasing the switching frequency is enabled by SiC technology, which
has very low switching losses. High switching frequencies reduce the amount of energy for
which the passive filters and capacitors must be sized for.
As concerns power distribution, the standard system works at 115 VAC 400 Hz.
Smaller and older aircraft use a 28 VDC system and smaller airports may only have a
28 VDC power source. A third option is the 270 VDC standard. The 270 VDC system for
aviation was first defined in MIL-STD-704B 17 Nov. 1975 [26]. As matter of fact, a higher
DC voltage enables lighter cables and converters. The ±270 V (or 540 V) standard seems
to be the target for the foreseeable future, since at this voltage, there are no electric sparks
due to the breakdown of the dielectric—which is air—whatever the altitude and the gap
between the electrodes. This limit is defined by the Paschen curves. The ±270 voltage is
used on the Boeing 787 today, while the US Air Force is investigating its use for future
high-power aircraft.
As future turbo-electric system concepts include kilovolt-class power distribution systems, new types of insulation systems and electrical conductor spacing rules and practices
are required. In fact, as micro-voids in the insulation coat of the cables will reduce the
breakdown field, eventual partial discharges will degrade the coat. Thus, the time-to-failure
due to a disruptive discharge is a crucial safety issue. The health of the electric insulation is
monitored by insulation monitoring devices (IMD). These measure the total insulation resistance between the conductors (plus and minus) and the aircraft structure. The insulation
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resistances will degrade over time until a lower threshold is reached at which components
need to be maintained. The IMD can measure the insulation resistance of the entire system,
even those of the electric machines behind a power electronic device. The measurement
can be performed once per minute and while the system is operating. Thus, the failure of
the insulation due to partial discharge and ageing can be predicted quite well. In addition,
a higher temperature of the air medium between electrodes will reduce the thermodynamic
pressure, thus lowering the pressure–distance product and trigger an electric discharge [27].
This is the reason for the 270 VDC standard being below the 327 V minimum of the air
Paschen curve.
The ability of aircraft to manage heat will be a limiting factor for the high-power
Aerospace 2022, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW
15 of 85
electrical power systems needed for turbo-electric propulsion. The thermal management
system itself will require electrical power to operate and that power demand will need to
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Batteries are electrochemical cells that store chemical compounds holding a voltage
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circuit at its poles is closed. Electrochemical cells convert the energy stored in the chemical
chemical bonds directly into electricity, without producing heat or thermal energy as an
bonds directly into electricity, without producing heat or thermal energy as an intermediate
intermediate stage of the energy conversion process. Because of this, electrochemical cells
stage of the energy conversion process. Because of this, electrochemical cells are not
are not subjected to the Carnot limitations, hence their efficiency as energy in releasing
subjected to the Carnot limitations, hence their efficiency as energy in releasing energy can
energy can be very high. The total chemical energy that may be converted to electric
be very high. The total chemical energy that may be converted to electric energy is equal to
energy is equal to the exergy of the electrode materials [28]. The working principle of an
the exergy of the electrode materials [28]. The working principle of an electrochemical cell
electrochemical cell is illustrated in Figure 11.
is illustrated in Figure 11.
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cell. CC
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BY-SA[29].
[29].
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that
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by
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and
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cells.
Expected
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by
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at
cell
level
are
reported
2035 seems optimistic. Current trends in battery technology concern lithium-ion, lithiumsulphur, and lithium-oxygen cells. Expected achievements by 2035 at cell level are
reported in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 12. While theoretical specific energies are
much higher than those reported, in practice, the attained value will be significantly lower
because of the added weight of current collectors, electrolytes, separators, battery cases,
and terminals. Even if specific energies of 1500 Wh/kg were achieved, such high specific
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in Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 12. While theoretical specific energies are much higher
than those reported, in practice, the attained value will be significantly lower because of
the added weight of current collectors, electrolytes, separators, battery cases, and terminals.
Even if specific energies of 1500 Wh/kg were achieved, such high specific energies will
require major breakthroughs. Furthermore, the requirement to simultaneously achieve
long cycle life, low cost, and acceptable safety greatly increases the complexity of the
overall challenge [1]. At pack level, the specific energy will further decrease due16toofthe
Aerospace 2022, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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additional weight of casing and connectors. Packaging of electrochemical cells is necessary
to achieve the desired voltage. A single Li-ion cell has a nominal voltage from 3.3 V to 4.0 V,
depending on the component bound to the lithium [28].
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As regards safety, Li-ion batteries have proven to be susceptible to thermal runaway,
a
the
heat
from
a
failing
cell
causes
itself
and
surrounding
cells
to
fail,
thereby
generating
process where the heat from a failing cell causes itself and surrounding cells to fail,
more heat.
This happened
to the
Boeing
787 Dreamliner
of Japan
and,of
together
thereby
generating
more heat.
This
happened
to the Boeing
787 Airlines
Dreamliner
Japan
with an emergency landing to another 787 of All Nippon Airways, prompted the US Federal
Airlines and, together with an emergency landing to another 787 of All Nippon Airways,
Aviation Administration to ground the entire 787 fleet in 2013 [34]. Moreover, in case of
prompted the US Federal Aviation Administration to ground the entire 787 fleet in 2013
overcharging, the high local temperatures can release oxygen from the cathode. If the
[34]. Moreover, in case of overcharging, the high local temperatures can release oxygen
oxygen reacts with the flammable organic electrolyte, there is a serious risk of combustion
from the cathode. If the oxygen reacts with the flammable organic electrolyte, there is a
and even explosion. Therefore, improvements of Li-ion batteries should also focus on
serious risk of combustion and even explosion. Therefore, improvements of Li-ion
lighter casing and safer electrodes and electrolytes. This should lead to specific energies
batteries should also focus on lighter casing and safer electrodes and electrolytes. This
between 250 and 350 Wh/kg at cell level by 2035 [35].
should lead to specific energies between 250 and 350 Wh/kg at cell level by 2035 [35].
The lithium-sulphur (Li-S) combination is being investigated to increase the specific
energy of lithium batteries. The chemical reaction provides a maximum of 2500 Wh/kg,
Table 4. Trends in future batteries at cell level by year 2035 [35].
while specific energies of 300–350 Wh/kg at cell level and 200–250 Wh/kg at pack level
are available [33]. Li-S batteries
with specific
600 Wh/kg
have
tested
Unit
Li-ionenergy ofLi-S
Li-O
2,open been
Li-O
2,closedin
controlled
environments; hence,
it is expected
that such
values could
be achieved
by 2035
Specific
energy
Wh/kg
250–350
600–700
800–1500
600–1200
for electric
aircraft propulsion systems.
practical application
batteries300–400
is actually
Specific
power
W/kg The
500–600
350–500 of Li-S
300–400
hindered
by a very low life cycle
and low600–800
efficiency that
does not permit
the full
extraction
Energy
density
Wh/L
300–350
1000–1700
1000–1600
of
the
chemical
energy.
Both
of
these
drawbacks
could
be
overcome
by
the
application
Charge/discharge efficiency
%
90–95
70–90
60–85
60–85 of
nano-structures and graphene at the electrodes [35].
Cycle life #
cycles 1000–3000
1000–2500 500–1000 500–1000
Degree of discharge
%
70–90
90–100
70–90
70–90
Lifetime
yrs.
7–15
7–14
5–10
5–10
Cost ($ 2010)
$/kWh 250–350
250–500
400–800
300–700
Uncertainty
low
medium
high
high
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Table 4. Trends in future batteries at cell level by year 2035 [35].

Specific energy
Specific power
Energy density
Charge/discharge
efficiency
Cycle life #
Degree of
discharge
Lifetime
Cost ($ 2010)
Uncertainty

Unit

Li-ion

Li-S

Li-O2,open

Li-O2,closed

Wh/kg
W/kg
Wh/L

250–350
500–600
600–800

600–700
350–500
300–350

800–1500
300–400
1000–1700

600–1200
300–400
1000–1600

%

90–95

70–90

60–85

60–85

cycles

1000–3000

1000–2500

500–1000

500–1000

%

70–90

90–100

70–90

70–90

yrs.
$/kWh
-

7–15
250–350
low

7–14
250–500
medium

5–10
400–800
high

5–10
300–700
high

The lithium-oxygen (also known as lithium-air) technology is the most promising concept for new batteries. The maximum theoretical specific energy is about 3450 Wh/kg, with
actual battery packs for ground vehicles ranging from 300 to 700 Wh/kg and 400 Wh/kg
at system level, including the gas delivery system [36]. A value of 1500 Wh/kg at
cell level is forecasted by 2035 [35], although some authors claim a theoretical value of
11,000 Wh/kg [37], quite close to the jet fuel value. Ref. [37] also states theoretical specific
energy values of aluminium, magnesium, iron, and zinc cells to about 8000, 6800, 1800,
and 1300 Wh/kg respectively. However, the same report, dating back to 1979, expects a
290 Wh/kg value for the Li-air battery and no attractive commercial applications. Similar
to the Li-S battery, Li-air cells have problems with safety, low charge and discharge rates,
poor energy efficiency, and limited life cycles. This is due to the nature of the battery, which
needs gaseous oxygen to work. The oxygen may be extracted from the air (open-cycle)
and this will theoretically reduce the mass of the battery, since one of the compounds is
already present in the air. In practice, the presence of impurities as CO2 and moisture
requires a separator and possibly a purifier to get pure oxygen for the chemical reaction.
At high altitudes, the oxygen must be compressed to counteract its lower density at ambient conditions. In such an open-cycle process, the mass of the battery increases while
discharging, due to the additional oxygen bounded to the electrodes, a curious effect for
the aviationist used to the airplane’s weight decreasing with fuel burn. Such increase is
about 0.2 g/Wh [35].
Alternatively, a closed-cycle process eliminates the need for the oxygen separator,
compressor, and purifier, but a pressure vessel is needed to keep the oxygen at the desired
pressure value. The vessel would naturally pressurise during the charge cycle with only
small losses due to heat of the compression. However, all of the battery reactants will be
located within the pressure vessel, with the presence of flammable electrodes and pure
oxygen, leading to a non-trivial safety issue. This is complicated by the difficulty of cooling
or heating the battery inside the vessel. In fact, the forecasts provide better achievements
for the open-cycle battery [35].
A major technological breakthrough in battery systems will be required to achieve
the specific energies required for battery-powered electric and hybrid aircraft propulsion
systems before these systems can make a significant contribution to reducing carbon
emissions in aviation [1]. Clearly, the improvements in battery technology will bring
benefits to all aircraft classes, regardless of their size, with a concern for the weight and
volume of the Li-air closed-cycle process system on small airplanes.
2.6. Fuel Cells
Fuel cells convert the chemical energy of a fuel into electrical power without any
combustion. The exhaust from fuel cells is totally carbon-free if hydrogen is used as the
fuel. However, if a hydrocarbon fuel is used, the exhaust still contains CO2 in direct proportion to the amount of fuel consumed, but there are no NOX or particulate emissions [1].
Fuel cells are similar to batteries, yet they are open thermodynamic systems, which may
operate without stop. They are continuously supplied with fluid fuels and oxidants, their
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electrodes are not part of the reaction process and, hence, do not need to be regenerated or
recharged. In general, the oxidant is air at sea level pressure, while the fuel is hydrogen or
a hydrocarbon. Fuel cells produce a maximum voltage of the order of 1 V, therefore higher
values of the output voltage are achieved by having several fuel cells in series, or “stacks”.
Typically, fuel cells are in stacks of 20–30 units, which provide operational voltages close to
Aerospace 2022, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW30 V [28].
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As concerns hydrogen storage or production on aircraft, there are at least four
solutions available. Pure hydrogen may be stored as a compressed gas in a pressurised
tank or as a liquid in a cryogenic tank. It may be also safely stored as a metal hydride, a
heavier compound that is stable at ambient conditions that can be safely heated to separate
the hydrogen. Finally, the hydrogen can be extracted from a hydrocarbon-like jet fuel, a
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As concerns hydrogen storage or production on aircraft, there are at least four solutions
available. Pure hydrogen may be stored as a compressed gas in a pressurised tank or as
a liquid in a cryogenic tank. It may be also safely stored as a metal hydride, a heavier
compound that is stable at ambient conditions that can be safely heated to separate the
hydrogen. Finally, the hydrogen can be extracted from a hydrocarbon-like jet fuel, a process
known as reformation. It has been shown that the reformation process is the lightest
solution to generate hydrogen on-board for long range applications [46]. The high specific
energy of kerosene as a hydrogen source is advantageous in terms of system mass saving,
while the hydride tank is the heavier solution, due to the significant mass of the metal
compound (more than 90% [39]) which does not participate in the chemical reaction, but
it only serves to store the hydrogen at ambient conditions. However, from the point of
view of system efficiency, the reformer is the worst option because of the lower heating
value of the kerosene with respect to pure hydrogen. The metal hydride solution is also
penalised by the heat needed to extract the hydrogen from the compound, because the
heat produced by the fuel cell itself is not sufficient to enable this process, hence lowering
the system efficiency. For these reasons, the pressurised hydrogen seems to be the most
efficient solution, followed by the cryogenic tank [46].
To provide a significant abatement of the aircraft emissions, the use of hydrocarbon,
both as hydrogen storage for a PEM or fuel for a SOFC, should be avoided, unless such
hydrocarbon is obtained through biomass, thus significantly lowering the CO2 emission
during its life cycle, and its utilisation is advantageous in terms of aircraft performance and
safety. Otherwise, the storage of pure hydrogen is advised, since it enables higher efficiency
and the system mass—fuel cell, tank, air compressor, etc.—is competitive with the mass of
a reformer system for short flight times (about 100 min) [46].
Since a fuel cell can be continuously fuelled to produce electric power, it can be represented as a power conversion unit [1]—hence its contribution to aircraft powerplant
performance can be evaluated in W/kg—while the entire system made up of chemicals,
including storage tank and accessories, plus fuel cell can be valued with the specific energy [41]. Current SOFC power systems have a specific power of less than 100 W/kg
compared to about 1000 W/kg for internal combustion engines. SOFCs are being developed for both large-scale stationary power applications (more than 100 kW) and small-scale
(1 to 10 kW) APUs and residential applications. SOFCs work better under consistent, steady
power conditions; for aviation applications, transient response times and on/off thermal
cycles need to be improved. PEM fuel cells are presently being designed and built for automotive and APU applications, generally in 1 to 100 kW sizes. The hydrogen storage and
operation at altitude remains a challenge [1]. Dealing with PEM issues related to the maturity of the technology, the fast cell ageing makes it less attractive than a conventional piston
engine, while the management of toxic waste produced during the membrane production
has high environmental and manufacturing costs. In addition, the environmental impact
of fuel cell production needs to be inspected in detail. Moreover, the acquisition costs of
PEM are still two orders of magnitudes above the alternatives employed in automotive
industry. Current PEM specific power are around 100 W/kg, depending on flight time and
assuming a constant electric power [46]. Because of their low specific power, fuel cells are
often installed in a hybrid system with a battery or other power sources to provide a boost
when required, while the fuel cell supplies a nearly constant load [38–40,42,47,48]. Specific
power of hybrid SOFC systems range from 150 to 500 W/kg [39].
The efficiency and voltage of a fuel cell stack significantly reduce when high currents
are required because of the low discharge efficiency, while for short range flights they can
be attractive. An entire PEM fuel cell system (hydrogen storage, air compressor, electrolyze
recharger, fuel cell, etc.) with a charge efficiency of 80% and a discharge efficiency of
50% may achieve more than 320 Wh/kg, a specific energy higher than today’s advanced
batteries or small internal combustion engines (about 200 Wh/kg) [41]. A less recent
work [44] calculates a 125 Wh/kg specific energy for a long endurance, small UAV, a
value comparable to the internal combustion engine usually installed, which generates
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more noise and a bigger thermal signature. Others claim to have designed a UAV with
a 360 Wh/kg fuel cell system [45]. Long range (>2000 km) UAVs would need a fuel cell
system with 600 Wh/kg [43]. The by-product of a fuel cell may also be exploited to provide
water and inerting gas to fill the emptying kerosene fuel tank, although these solutions are
more attractive for commercial flights [46].
Thus, it seems that fuel cells alone are competitive only for small aircraft and yet
even with low altitude and short-range applications, they would better be coupled with
batteries, ultracapacitors, internal combustion engines, or gas turbines to cope with the high
power required during transient manoeuvres. Table 5 and Figures 14 and 15 summarise
the presented data and attempt to establish a trend in fuel cell performance, although not
all authors explicitly declare specific power and energy—some results come from design
studies and some are applications in a controlled environment or installations on small
UAVs. A trend may be extracted from specific energy data (an increase of 65 Wh/kg per
year), but not on specific power, due to the data scatter. In conclusion, it may be stated
that fuel cells will be attractive if the entire electrical energy generation system provides a
comparable or superior performance with future batteries specific energy (say 600 Wh/kg
by 2035) and specific power, with equal safety.
Table 5. Fuel cells performance in aircraft applications. Specific energies and powers refer to the fuel
cell system (including tank, etc.).
Authors

Year

Technology

Spec. Energy
(Wh/kg)

Spec. Power
(W/kg)

MTOM * (kg)

Notes

Kim et al. [49]

2012

PEM

165

n.a.

2.1

Sodium borohydride (NaBH4 )
as hydrogen source. Battery
supports fuel cell, but it has not
been considered in the specific
energy calculation.

Rhoads et al. [45]

2010

PEM

360

n.a.

13.4

24 h endurance

Bradley et al. [44]

2009

PEM

125

n.a.

12.5

24 h endurance

16.4

320 Wh/kg may be achieved if
fuel cell powerplant scaled
linearly (from 800 Wh/kg of
compressed hydrogen, 80%
charge efficiency, 50% discharge
efficiency).

Bradley et al. [41]

2007

PEM

7.1

52

Renouard-Vallet et al. [46]

2012

PEM

330

n.a.

n.a.

Simulation with 50 kW of
electric power and system mass
(H2 tank) scaled for 200 min of
operation.

Nicolay et al. [50]

2020

PEM

n.a.

1160

1261

Installing the Toyota MIRAI fuel
cell stack with a specific power
of 2.0 kW/kg.

Dudek et al. [51]

2013

PEM

530

117

5.5

Installing the AEROPACK by
Horizon Fuel Cell Technologies.

Herwerth et al. [52]

2007

PEM-hybrid

n.a.

70

5

The fuel cell system without
battery gives 51 W/kg, the fuel
cell stack alone gives 600 W/kg.

Yang et al. [53]

2016

PEM-hybrid

n.a.

76

21.2

Battery is used for take-off and
climb, while fuel cell is used for
cruise.

Freeh et al.

2005

SOFC-hybrid

n.a.

230

n.a.

Bundschuh et al. [39]

2006

SOFC-hybrid

n.a.

155

n.a.

Nether et al. [39]

2005

SOFC-hybrid

n.a.

326

n.a.

Rajashekara et al. [39]

2006

SOFC-hybrid

n.a.

500

n.a.

Mak and Meier [39]

2007

SOFC-hybrid

n.a.

360

n.a.

* MTOM refers to the entire aircraft gross mass.

Weight and power data
summarised by Santin et al. [39].
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gravimetric (specific) and volumetric energy density among different technologies is
is reported in Table 7. Second, the cost of production methods for “green” hydrogen, which
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is the result of an emission-free hydrogen production, competes with kerosene on a cost
basis. Third, the production of “green” hydrogen is still not possible on a large scale.
However, a recent Clean Sky 2 study states that hydrogen propulsion has the potential
to reduce CO2 equivalent emissions up to 90% [55]. By equivalent CO2 emissions it is
meant a climate impact of non-CO2 emissions comparable to CO2 emissions; these include
NOX , water vapor, soot, contrails/cirrus formation. Hydrogen may also be used to produce
synfuel (synthetic fuel), a SAF (see Section 2.1.2) like a biofuel, but with the potential
of obtaining zero net carbon emissions (tank-to-thrust) if CO2 is captured from air. The
production of a synfuel from hydrogen requires electricity, which should be generated in a
sustainable way. A synfuel has the potential to reduce the climate impact up to 60% relative
to conventional (kerosene) aviation.
Table 6. Research and industrial projects applying hydrogen technologies.
Project
HY4
HES Element One
Alaka’i Skai
Apus i-2
NASA CHEETA
Pipistrel Airflow eSTOL
ZeroAvia
Airbus ZeroE
NASA Concept B

Range (km)

Seats

Power System

Status

1000
500–5000
240
800
400–800
400
3500

4
4
5
4
4–9
6
225

Hydrogen fuel cells and batteries
Hydrogen fuel cells
Hydrogen fuel cells
Hydrogen fuel cells
Hydrogen fuel cells
Hydrogen fuel cells
Hydrogen fuel cells
Hydrogen combustion engine
Hydrogen fuel cells

First flight in 2016 [56]
Under development [57]
Under development [58]
Under development [59]
Applied research [60]
Scaled flight tested [61]
First flight in 2020 [62]
Demonstrator built [63]
Feasibility study [64]

Table 7. Comparison of energy carriers and storage solutions in terms of gravimetric and volumetric
energy density.
Technology
Fuel
Jet fuel + storage system
Current batteries
Hydrogen (liquid)
Hydrogen (liquid) + storage system

Gravimetric Energy Density (kWh/kg)

Volumetric Energy Density (kWh/L)

12.0
8.9
0.3
33.0
10.0–21.0

10.4
9.5
0.8
2.4
1.6–2.1

Hydrogen may be also directly used as a fuel with minor gas turbine evolution if
the installation of a cryogenic tank (20 K) on aircraft to provide liquid hydrogen (LH2 ) is
feasible. The jet engine would require additional heat exchangers to heat the hydrogen
from tank temperature to injection conditions [65]. Such feasibility may be achieved on
short/medium range aircraft with lighter LH2 tanks, bringing the system specific energy to
12 kWh/kg and climate impact reduction to 75% [55].
It is expected that a hydrogen-powered commuter aircraft should be a revolutionary
design, with a fuel cell system with a specific power of 2 kW/kg and distributed electric
propulsion to enhance the aerodynamic efficiency. It is also expected that such aircraft
could be commercially available in the next 15 years. Such revolutionary design may have
a 90% climate impact reduction, weigh 15% more, and cost 5% more (cost per available seat
kilometre) [55].
Of course, airports will require minor changes in a short time frame (2035) if the
transition to the hydrogen fuel technology is coordinated with regulators and airlines. By
starting with few and small operators, major changes in airports are expected as hydrogen
consumption increases and bigger aircraft shall be served [55].
3. Aerodynamic Technologies
Improvements in aerodynamics have a direct impact on the whole aircraft performance.
From the beginning of aeronautics until today, research in the aerodynamic field has pushed
aircraft technology to ever improved performance.
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Such improvements can be achieved by both upgrading current designs and adopting
innovative technologies, keeping in mind that such an introduction should not only guarantee a positive impact on aircraft main performance but should also strongly contribute to
product cost and operability.
ICAO Doc. 9988 Appendix A [66] identifies several aerodynamic assets potentially
leading to drag reduction:

•

Basket improving viscous drag
Riblets
Active turbulence control
Natural laminar flow
Hybrid laminar flow control

•

#
#
#
#

#
#
#
#
#

Increased wingspan (increased aspect ratio)
Improved aero tools
Excrescence reduction
Variable camber with control surfaces
Morphing wing

Basket improving non-viscous drag

Each one of the previous technologies, if properly actuated, can potentially provide
a significant drag reduction, improving the aircraft performance. A technology may be
suitable for a specific aircraft category rather than all.
Another potential asset, one of the most investigated technologies emerging in the last
decade, is Distributed Propulsion (DP). It can be described as a propulsion system where
the vehicle thrust is produced from an array of propulsors located across the air vehicle.
While a formal definition of a DP system has not yet been established, in general, the
distributed thrust capabilities of a DP system should serve an enabling role in improving
the system-level efficiency, capabilities, or performance of the air vehicle. Otherwise, any
aircraft with more than one propulsor could be classified as such. DP could improve aircraft
aerodynamics not only in what concerns the drag coefficient, but also improving the lift
characteristics. In the following sections, a selection of the most promising technologies to
be applied on hybrid commuter aircraft is made.
3.1. Distributed Electric Propulsion
Distributed electric propulsion (DEP) concepts for aircraft systems have enabled
new possibilities in the overall efficiency, capabilities, and robustness of future air vehicles. Distributed electric propulsion systems feature the novel approach of utilising
electrically driven propulsors that are only electrically connected to energy sources or
power-generating devices. As a result, propulsors can be placed, sized, and operated
with greater flexibility to leverage the synergistic benefits of aero-propulsive coupling and
provide improved performance over more traditional designs [67].
Several conventional aircraft concepts that utilise distributed electric propulsion have
been developed, along with various short and vertical take-off and landing platforms.
Careful integration of electrically driven propulsors for boundary-layer ingestion can
allow for improved propulsive efficiency and wake-filling benefits. The placement and
configuration of propulsors can also be used to mitigate the trailing vortex system of
a lifting surface, by using a “tip-propeller” or leverage increases in dynamic pressure
across blown surfaces for increased lift performance, the so-called “high-lift propellers” or
blowing. Additionally, the thrust stream of distributed electric propulsors can be utilised to
enable new capabilities in vehicle control, including reduced requirements for traditional control
surfaces and increasing tolerance of the vehicle control system to engine-out or propulsor-out
scenarios. Furthermore, the small propulsors of a DEP system can be installed to leverage an
acoustic shielding effect by the airframe, which can further reduce noise signatures.
The rapid growth of flight-weight electrical systems and power architectures has
provided new enabling technologies for future DEP concepts, which provide flexible opera-
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control system to engine-out or propulsor-out scenarios. Furthermore, the small
propulsors of a DEP system can be installed to leverage an acoustic shielding effect by the
airframe, which can further reduce noise signatures.
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The rapid growth of flight-weight electrical systems and power architectures has
provided new enabling technologies for future DEP concepts, which provide flexible
operational capabilities far beyond those of current systems. While several integration
tional capabilities far beyond those of current systems. While several integration challenges
challenges exist, DEP is a disruptive concept that can lead to unprecedented
exist, DEP is a disruptive concept that can lead to unprecedented improvements in future
improvements in future aircraft designs. Several examples of disruptive configurations
aircraft designs. Several examples of disruptive configurations using DEP technologies can
using DEP technologies can be seen in Figure 16.
be seen in Figure 16.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure16.
16. Disruptive
Disruptive configurations
DEP
technologies:
(a) NASA
X-57; X-57;
(b) NASA
N-X3; (c)
Figure
configurationsusing
using
DEP
technologies:
(a) NASA
(b) NASA
N-X3;
NASA STARC-ABL; (d) Eviation Alice/Matti Blume/CC BY-SA.
(c) NASA STARC-ABL; (d) Eviation Alice/Matti Blume/CC BY-SA.

In recent years, the increased popularity of the DEP concept and the rapid
In recent years, the increased popularity of the DEP concept and the rapid develdevelopments in electrical machinery for aircraft applications have enabled a variety of
opments in electrical machinery for aircraft applications have enabled a variety of new
new technologies and aircraft concepts to be developed. DEP aircraft concepts generally
technologies and aircraft concepts to be developed. DEP aircraft concepts generally involve
involve the use of multiple electric propulsors around an airframe with one or more
the use of multiple electric propulsors around an airframe with one or more independent
independent electric generators or energy storage devices. Based on currently available
electric generators or energy storage devices. Based on currently available and near-term
and near-term electrical components and subsystems, there are now a number of electric
electrical components and subsystems, there are now a number of electric aircraft conaircraft concepts that are configured and even manufactured at various organisations
cepts
that are configured and even manufactured at various organisations throughout the
throughout the world. However, due to the limited specific power or specific energy
world.
However,
dueavailable
to the limited
specific
power orofspecific
energy of
density
of currently
density
of currently
hardware,
the majority
early adopters
this technology
available
hardware,
the
majority
of
early
adopters
of
this
technology
have
been
found in
have been found in small aircraft applications. With the enduring interest of increasing
small
aircraft
applications.
With
the
enduring
interest
of
increasing
efficiency,
decreasing
efficiency, decreasing operating costs, and encouraging environmental responsibility of
operating
costs, andaircraft
encouraging
environmental
responsibility
larger commercial
aircraft
larger commercial
applications,
there are now
a number of
of organisations
investing
applications,
there areDEP
now aircraft
a number
of organisations
and cargo-carrying
researching DEP
in and researching
systems
for larger investing
passengerinand
aircraft
systems
capabilities
[67].for larger passenger and cargo-carrying capabilities [67].
One of the inherent features of a DEP-enabled aircraft is the tight integration of the
propulsion system into the wing-body surfaces of the aircraft. With the increased number
of propulsion units near the aircraft’s aerodynamic surfaces, a level of aero-propulsive
coupling will be present. The manifestation of this coupling depends largely on the type
of propulsion unit in use—for example, propeller versus ducted fan—and the proximity
of those propulsion units to the wings, tail surfaces, or fuselage. The upside to this facet
of a distributed propulsion system is that with careful design, the propulsion-airframe
integration can be advantageously used. The benefits of aero-propulsive coupling can be
broken down into several categories. First, a wide range of vehicle configurations that
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have been developed claim propulsive efficiency benefits due to boundary-layer ingestion.
Second, the strategic placement of propulsors can reduce vehicle drag through a variety of
mechanisms, including wake filling and vortex suppression. Finally, various applications
have been developed which make use of the propeller or fan slipstream interacting with an
aerodynamic surface to produce some form of enhanced lift or control authority [67]. Each
of these categories of aero-propulsive coupling, which occur on a variety of distributed
propulsion aircraft configurations, are discussed in the following sections.
Aircraft with distributed propulsion may also employ differential thrust as a mean
to reduce or eliminate the vertical tail and be still compliant with regulations, although
aero-propulsive interactions and system robustness must be carefully investigated, while
different safety criteria could be applied [68–71]. Moreover, effects on aircraft stability and
control due to DP technologies must be carefully evaluated from the preliminary design
stage to avoid potential disadvantages of such integration.
3.2. Tip Propeller
Wing-tip vortex can be mitigated by installing a propeller at the wing tip. The main
impact of propeller slipstream on wing performance is to increase the speed downstream of
the propeller. A first simple assumption that can be done is that only the speed component
normal to the propeller plane is increased. However, this assumption neglects the swirl
in the propeller slipstream, whose interaction with the tip vortex of the wing causes a
variation of induced drag, even more than the increase in axial speed.
In general, the induced drag can be approximated accordingly to Equation (1), because
of the wing finiteness. By decreasing the induced angle αiw , the induced drag CDi is
reduced. As shown in Figure 17, the presence of the wing causes a decrease of the angle
of attack related to the downwash effect. The induced angle of attack due to the wing,
also called downwash angle, αiw can be approximated as in Equation (2). The effect of the
increase in axial speed (red arrow in Figure 17) due to the presence of the propeller is shown.
The variation of the axial speed causes an upwash effect counteracting the downwash due
to the wing. The actuator disk theory provides the estimation of the axial induction factor
ap at the propeller disk as a function of thrust to weight ratio Tp /W and the diameter of the
propeller Dp (Equation (3)) and finally the flow speed at the propeller Vp (Equation (4)):
CDi = CL αiw
αiw ≈
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wswirl perceived in the propeller slipstream is the product of the tangential induction factor
apt and of the tangential speed of the tip of the propeller ΩR, shown in Equation (6). Finally,
the induced angle can be computed accordingly to Equation (7), where w is the winginduced downwash and wp is the propeller-induced downwash without swirl:
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Beyond the axial induction, the flow rotation due to the propeller slipstream must be
accounted for too, as shown in Figure 18. Assuming a certain rotation direction of the
propeller, the tangential induction is a measure of the ratio between the propeller angular
speed Ω and the flow angular speed ω induced by the propeller rotation. It can be used to
estimate the vertical velocity component of the flow due to the slipstream. The tangential
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induction due to a propeller can be computed with Equation (5). The tangential speed
wswirl perceived in the propeller slipstream is the product of the tangential induction factor
apt and of the tangential speed of the tip of the propeller ΩR, shown in Equation (6). Finally,
perceived in the propeller slipstream is the product of the tangential induction factor apt and
the induced angle can be computed accordingly to Equation (7), where w is the wingof the tangential speed of the tip of the propeller ΩR, shown in Equation (6). Finally, the
induced downwash and wp is the propeller-induced downwash without swirl:
induced angle can be computed accordingly to Equation (7), where w is the wing-induced
downwash and wp is the propeller-induced downwash without swirl:
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It is clearly understandable that by properly rotating the tip propeller in the opposite
It is clearly understandable that by properly rotating the tip propeller in the opposite
direction relative to the tip-vortex (inner-up direction), it is possible to reduce the induced
direction relative to the tip-vortex (inner-up direction), it is possible to reduce the induced
angle of attack and hence the induced drag. Numerical and experimental analyses clearly
angle of attack and hence the induced drag. Numerical and experimental analyses clearly
confirm this phenomenon.
confirm this phenomenon.
In 1969, Snyder and Zumvalt [72] proposed that aircraft can be designed by using
In 1969, Snyder and Zumvalt [72] proposed that aircraft can be designed by using
propellers at the wingtips in such a way that the lift-to-drag ratio can be varied by changing
propellers at the wingtips in such a way that the lift-to-drag ratio can be varied by
the effective aspect ratio in flight. An experimental program testing a wing with propellers
changing the effective aspect ratio in flight. An experimental program testing a wing with
mounted at the wingtips showed that the use of a propeller at the wingtip, turning in
propellers mounted at the wingtips showed that the use of a propeller at the wingtip,
the direction opposite to that of the wing vortex, shifts the trailing vortex core outboard,
turning in the direction opposite to that of the wing vortex, shifts the trailing vortex core
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an impeller had shown that the device does produce thrust, but the propulsive efficiency
peaks at less than 50%. This type of propeller was chosen to serve as the inefficient propeller
for these tests.
The main results were summarised in terms of lift coefficient, drag coefficient, and
effective aspect ratio ARe as function of vortex rotating direction and counter vortex rotating
direction, number of revolutions per second. The effect of propeller position is shown in
Figure 19. With respect to the baseline reference geometry, which was a pod with dummy
spinner and ARe = 6.45, the wingtip propeller allowed an increment of ARe of about 35% at
175 rps. The impeller provided an even better result, almost three times the baseline.
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Figure 19. Effect of propeller position on wing
wing characteristics.
characteristics. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [72] 1964 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
Astronautics.
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In the last decade, the NASA X-57 program also investigated the effect of tippropeller on the X-57 Maxwell aircraft (Figure 16a). A lot of numerical studies were
performed, highlighting potential benefits of a tip-mounted engine, useful in whole flight
phases, reducing the induced drag. Results indicated an average drag reduction in the
range of 20–40 drag counts during typical X-57 cruise condition, slightly dependent on the
solvers and transitional model [74], in line with what was shown at NASA for a pusher
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In the last decade, the NASA X-57 program also investigated the effect of tip-propeller
on the X-57 Maxwell aircraft (Figure 16a). A lot of numerical studies were performed,
highlighting potential benefits of a tip-mounted engine, useful in whole flight phases,
reducing the induced drag. Results indicated an average drag reduction in the range of
20–40 drag counts during typical X-57 cruise condition, slightly dependent on the solvers
and transitional model [74], in line with what was shown at NASA for a pusher wing-tip
propeller [73].
Della Vecchia et al. [8] studied the effects of a high-efficiency tip-propeller on the
Tecnam P2006T wing, varying the diameter and the thrust level in the range of typical cruise
settings. They confirmed the previous results that a high-efficiency propeller (η p > 0.8)
allows smaller drag reduction than low efficiency propeller, improving the axial component
and the available thrust. Moreover, the numerical analyses showed that, for a given
propeller characteristics, by decreasing the diameter the drag reduction decreases in the
whole range of lift coefficient, while by increasing the thrust level, the drag reduction
increases (see Figure 21). This behaviour is due to the variation of rpm, which must
increase when decreasing the diameter to provide the same level of thrust. Results globally
show that, in the typical cruise attitude of the Tecnam P2006T, a drag reduction of about
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[8].
At the Technical University of Delft, several numerical and experimental studies
were conducted in the last two decades on the wing-tip-propeller, especially on low-andmedium aspect ratio wing from 3 up to 6.2 [75–77]. In one of the last studies, they
experimented conventional wing mounted configuration versus wing-tip-mounted
propeller configuration [77]. The majority of the measurements discussed in this paper
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At the Technical University of Delft, several numerical and experimental studies were
conducted in the last two decades on the wing-tip-propeller, especially on low-and-medium
aspect ratio wing from 3 up to 6.2 [75–77]. In one of the last studies, they experimented
conventional wing mounted configuration versus wing-tip-mounted propeller configuration [77]. The majority of the measurements discussed in this paper were taken at a
freestream velocity of 40 m/s. This velocity provided the best compromise between achievable Reynolds number and the operating range of the propeller, which was constrained by
the output power of the electric motor. The resulting Reynolds number based on the wing
chord was about Rec = 650,000, while the Reynolds number based on the propeller diameter
was ReD = 640,000. The propeller was operated at four thrust settings, corresponding to
advance ratios J of 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0. The associated thrust coefficients CT were equal to
0.123, 0.095, 0.053, and 0.014, respectively, while the Reynolds number at r/R = 0.7 was in
the range of 130,000–180,000 (for J = 1.0 to 0.7). For Model II, additional measurements were
taken at 28 m/s to achieve higher thrust coefficients. At this velocity, the propeller was also
operated at advance ratios J of 0.5 and 0.6, resulting in thrust coefficients CT of 0.168 and
0.144, respectively. The corresponding Reynolds numbers were 455,000 based on the wing
chord, 450,000 based on the propeller diameter, and 90,000 to 170,000 based on the effective
velocity and chord at r/R = 0.7 (for J = 1.0 to 0.5), see Ref. [77]. As expected, the results show
a drag reduction when increasing the thrust setting level and the lift coefficient, leading to
a drag decrement from 30 to 60 drag counts within a CT range of 0.1–0.2 and with a cruise
lift coefficient CL = 0.5, which are typical conditions for general aviation and small regional
aircraft.
At the University of Naples “Federico II”, high-fidelity Navier–Stokes analyses were
performed on a typical 40-passenger regional turboprop wing, to evaluate the tip-mounted
propeller impact by varying the thrust level and the propeller diameter. High-efficiency
propellers, suitable for cruise and climb performance, designed according to minimuminduced-loss procedure, were used to obtain required thrust, changing the rotational rate
opportunely. Results are shown in Figure 22 in terms of wing drag reduction versus lift
coefficient, for several thrust settings, propeller diameter, and rpm—which means CT . For a
given thrust value, what usually happens is that by decreasing the propeller diameter—i.e.,
increasing the CT —the drag reduction increases. By increasing the thrust three times—
from 4000 N to 12,000 N—the drag reduction increases by about five times. In conclusion,
it can be stated that a properly counter-rotating, tip-mounted propeller can reduce the
induced drag, improving the aerodynamic efficiency, but it is constrained by directional
control and structural limits. It must be highlighted that those values of drag reduction in
cruise conditions cannot be attained with a wingtip device or a winglet, which provides
only slightly improvement in cruise, opening a challenge to introducing a propeller at the
aircraft wingtip. Thus, numerical analyses show that a tip-mounted propeller provides
aerodynamic benefits on all aircraft classes and it is worth further investigating in the
commuter category.
3.3. High-Lift Propeller
A DEP system can be incorporated into the airframe to augment high-lift capabilities
at low speed. One popular example is the NASA X-57 Maxwell aircraft (see Figure 16a),
which is based on a Tecnam P2006T aircraft fuselage and reconfigured with a wing much
smaller than that of the baseline aircraft. The smaller wing is achievable for this design
due to the high lift provided by 12 small electric-powered propellers distributed along the
leading edge of the wing and enabled during the take-off and landing flight phases. The
purpose of having these distributed propellers is to increase the dynamic pressure, hence
the lift, over the wing at low speed [10].
The high-lift propellers must be properly designed, aiming to improve the wingblowing. According to Patterson [78], to improve the axial velocity and hence the high-lift
capability, a near-uniform axial velocity must be produced aft of the propeller. At NASA,
the high-lift propellers for the X-57 Maxwell were designed for this scope. The 12 high-
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Analyses were also performed to evaluate the effect of rotation direction of each propeller, highlighting how co-rotating propellers were better than counterrotating propellers,
as explained in Ref. [79]. Moreover, in 2016, NASA prepared and tested a DEP high-lift
propeller testbed, highlighting a good agreement between numerical and experimental
data [80]. The max lift was about doubled with respect to the unblown solution, increasing
from about CL = 2.8 up to CL = 6.0.
Della Vecchia et al. evaluated the wing high-lift propellers effect on the Tecnam P2006T
baseline wing, splitting the same available power of 200 hp through several distributed
propellers, considering 120 hp needed for cruise tip-mounted propellers [8], see Figure 23.
Results showed a mild lift increment to about 1.0–1.5. This limited value was attributed
to low engine power, reduced blowing, excessive wing planform area, and conventional
propellers used for high lift. Moreover, a key aspect is the propeller diameter-to-chord ratio,
Dp /c = 0.42, which was half of that of the NASA X-57 Maxwell (Dp /c = 0.9), see Figure 23.
At the University of Naples “Federico II”, the aerodynamic effects of high-lift propellers on a typical 40-passengers regional aircraft were numerically analysed, varying
the number of blown propellers, the thrust per propeller, the flap settings, blowing on
the same wing area, see Figure 24. High-lift propellers were designed for each configuration according to MIL theory. Figure 25 shows the main achieved results: for a given
reference wing, increasing the number of high-lift propellers leads to an increment of
maximum lift coefficient, of drag coefficient, and of pitching moment. This behaviour
slightly changes by deflecting a conventional flap: as can be seen in Figure 25a, the flap
deflection, combined with propeller blowing, promotes the trailing edge wing separation,
achieving maximum lift coefficient increment even before with a lower number of high-lift
propellers. Conversely, drag coefficient increment exhibits a minimum in a certain range of
the T/(DP 2 V 2 ) parameter, which is dependent on the number of high-lift propellers, see
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At the University of Naples “Federico II”, the aerodynamic effects of high-lift
propellers on a typical 40-passengers regional aircraft were numerically analysed, varying
the number of blown propellers, the thrust per propeller, the flap settings, blowing on the
same wing area, see Figure 24. High-lift propellers were designed for each configuration
according to MIL theory. Figure 25 shows the main achieved results: for a given reference
wing, increasing the number of high-lift propellers leads to an increment of maximum lift
coefficient, of drag coefficient, and of pitching moment. This behaviour slightly changes
by deflecting a conventional flap: as can be seen in Figure 25a, the flap deflection,
combined with propeller blowing, promotes the trailing edge wing separation, achieving
maximum lift coefficient increment even before with a lower number of high-lift
propellers. Conversely, drag coefficient increment exhibits a minimum in a certain range
of the T/(DP2V2) parameter, which is dependent on the number of high-lift propellers, see
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All the results on high-lift propellers highlight how promising this technology can be.
The main key factors to consider in the design stage are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The operative speed must be as low as possible to obtain the main benefit.
The thrust levels must be as high as possible.
The propeller diameter over the chord ratio Dp /c must be as large as possible.
The propeller design must have an axial induction as constant as possible.
The propeller high-lift devices interaction must be carefully investigated with highfidelity methods.

Figure 24. High-lift propeller on a typical 40-passenger regional turboprop wing, AR = 11.07, M =
0.15, Re = 7.6 × 106, DEP 8, DEP 12, DEP16, and DEP 20 configurations, T0 is the thrust per propeller.
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in the wake. For these reasons, BLI propulsors are located on the top of the trailing edge
lifting surface, as in the case of DEP concepts, which deal with distorted inflow, or at the
end of the fuselage, as in the case of an annular BLI concept (see again Figure 16c). BLI can
reduce the required propulsive power by 4% to 8% [82,83].
Several conceptual DEP aircrafts aim to take advantage of BLI. First among these is
the N3-X aircraft (see again Figure 16b), where the large fuselage boundary-layer provides
an excellent opportunity to exploit this technology. Studies were performed to incorporate
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the effects of BLI in the propulsion system design for the BWB aircraft and additional work
has been done to investigate the potential for incorporating a boundary-layer ingesting
crossflow fan into the N3-X propulsion system. Experimental and numerical work has
also been performed to assess the effects of BLI on propulsion system performance and
inlet distortion problems. Finally, the E-Thrust and Lilium aircraft propulsion systems also
utilise BLI as a performance improving mechanism [67].
Another possibility to perform BLI is to install a propeller on the fuselage tail. Numerical and experimental analyses show a potential propeller efficiency improvement,
demonstrating that the required power for BLI is lower with respect to the required power
without BLI. Results from an experiment performed at TU Delft [84] on different architectures show a net force benefit with respect to the free-stream case of about 9% for wake
ingestion—i.e., propeller detached from the body, in its wake—and 18% for BLI—i.e., propeller installed on the body stern—with a propeller efficiency improvement of 11% for
wake ingestion and of 21% for the BLI configuration, at J = 1. Other works also concluded
that BLI can bring sensible to significant emissions reduction [85,86], also on commuter
aircraft [87].
3.5. Noise Mitigation for DEP Systems
Several studies [67,88–90] indicate that DEP architectures offer promising perspectives
for noise reduction and appear as a viable solution for delivering the strict mid-to-long
term environmental goals set in the ACARE addendum [5]. This may a priori seem counterintuitive if one considers the multiplicity of aerodynamic interactions taking place in a
DEP system, which are generally synonymous of load fluctuations and noise production.
Several factors are actually in favour of noise reduction [67].
Positive aerodynamic interactions—such as wing blowing—open indirect perspectives
for quieter transport. Furthermore, the efficiency of electric motors does not depend much
on their size, so that the overall conversion efficiency of a large number of electric motors
driving many small propellers can be as good as that of a single motor driving a single
large propeller. This means that either a smaller wing size for cruising can be used or
that lower take-off and landing speeds are possible. The latter option is very promising in
terms of noise emissions, since the aerodynamic noise radiated by the fixed parts of the
airframe—landing gear and high-lift devices in particular—would typically radiate noise
in proportion of the 5–6th power of the flight speed [91]. Moreover, a high lift-to-drag
ratio could allow steeper take-off and landing trajectories, which further reduces the noise
footprint affecting communities.
The noise emitted by electric machines is much less than that associated to the compressor, combustor, and turbine components. Huff et al. [92] reported that the noise generated
by the electric motor system alone was 8–20 dB below the fan noise for a regional jet-sized
aircraft, and 17–29 dB lower than that of a single-aisle commercial transport class aircraft.
While the proximity of the propulsive system with the airframe is normally a source of
important tonal noise, the multiplicity of propulsors opens interesting perspectives for
noise control via an adequate clocking of the propellers [90,93]. The flexibility offered by
DEP systems permits placing the propulsors over the airframe in such a way to enhance
noise shielding effects. Posey et al. [94] achieved low-frequency noise reductions of the
order of 20 dB across a significant community area. For turbo-electric distributed propulsion systems—i.e., when the electric power is provided by a common turbine—an effective
by-pass ratio can be defined as the ratio of mass flow rate of all combined airflows to the
one that enters the turbine. A high effective by-pass ratio is generally beneficial to noise
reduction.
The main conclusion to be drawn from the above discussion is that, in order to properly
address the noise reduction potential of DEP systems, all the relevant aspects must be
tackled simultaneously: aero-propulsive benefits, noise shielding, tonal interference effects,
as well as non-aerodynamic noise sources. Obviously, the noise resulting from the unsteady
aerodynamic interactions between the multiple propulsors and the airframe must not
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over-compensate the gains obtained from increased aero-propulsive efficiency. In that
respect, quite innovative flow and noise control technologies have been proposed over the
last decade, which may prove very efficient to reduce aerodynamic interaction noise and
provide broadband acoustic absorption.
3.6. Laminar Flow
On most of today’s aircraft, airflow is turbulent on almost the entire wetted surface.
The result of this condition is a viscous drag which is larger than the one that could be
obtained by forcing a laminar boundary layer on the whole surface of the airplane. To
force a laminar boundary layer or at least promote it on a large portion of aircraft wetted
surfaces, two different approaches can be adopted: Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) and
Laminar Flow Control (LFC). With the former concept, laminar boundary layer is kept
solely by shaping the surface in such a way as to produce a favourable pressure gradient.
With the latter, airflow laminarity is preserved by applying distributed suction over the
surface. A third concept exists, which makes use of both the approaches: with Hybrid
Laminar Flow Control (HLFC), one combines the NLF and LFC concepts. In fact, HLFC
makes use of a moderate amount of suction at the leading edge, in order to counteract an
adverse pressure gradient, combined with a more extended un-sucked region in which a
favourable pressure gradient is obtained through a suitable shaping of the aircraft surface.
To a certain extent, the HLFC concept could be seen as an optimisation of the LFC one in
the sense that it requires a significantly limited sucked region in order to keep the airflow
boundary layer laminar [95].
For an airplane wing, three different instability mechanisms, leading to transition from
laminar to turbulent boundary layer, can be distinguished:

•

•

•

Tollmien–Schlichting waves—It is the most common way by which a laminar flow
transits to turbulent. They are streamwise unstable waves that arise in boundary
layers, hence these are driven by a viscous effect on the surface of a body. On a swept
wing, they usually occur in the mid-chord region.
Attachment-line contamination—It is essentially provoked by the boundary layer of
the fuselage, which, by propagating from the junction between the fuselage and the
wing inner panel, ends by contaminating the boundary layer of the latter, enabling the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
Cross-flow instability—It was first discovered during early studies on swept wings.
This instability occurs in the region of high-pressure gradient of a swept lifting surface,
for which boundary layer velocity profiles are three-dimensionally warped. For this
reason, when projected into the perpendicular direction to the outer flow, a cross-flow
profile can be obtained, which is inherently unstable since having at least one point of
inflection.

Figure 26 shows which are the transition mechanisms on a swept wing and which
region of a lifting surface they affect the most. More specifically, the mechanism through
which transition occurs on a swept wing can depend on the size of the sweep angle at the
leading edge. For lower leading-edge angles, transition is usually dominated by Tollmien–
Schlichting waves, while cross-flow instability dominates for higher values [96]. Another
investigation [97] showed that forward swept wings seem to behave much better with
respect to cross-flow instability in transonic flow. This can be associated with their lower
leading-edge sweep angle with respect to a backward swept wing with the same 50% chord
line angle, which is the location at which shocks usually occurs for transonic wings.
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several flight tests over the last decades, some of which were performed as part of the
several flight tests over the last decades, some of which were performed as part of the
European Laminar Flow Investigation (ELFIN) project [98]. One of the main elements of
European Laminar Flow Investigation (ELFIN) project [98]. One of the main elements of
the project consisted of a partial-span flight demonstration of natural laminar flow utilising
the project consisted of a partial-span flight demonstration of natural laminar flow
a foam and fiberglass glove over existing wing structure. The aircraft chosen for this test
utilising a foam and fiberglass glove over existing wing structure. The aircraft chosen for
was a Fokker 100 transport aircraft, whose starboard wing was modified with a full-chord,
this test was a Fokker 100 transport aircraft, whose starboard wing was modified with a
partial-span natural laminar flow glove simply bonded to it.
full-chord, partial-span natural laminar flow glove simply bonded to it.
The main objective of this test was to evaluate the reduction in drag associated with
The main objective of this test was to evaluate the reduction in drag associated with
the natural laminar flow and to establish the upper limits in terms of transition Reynolds
the natural laminar flow and to establish the upper limits in terms of transition Reynolds
number for a given leading edge sweep angle. Flight tests were performed for a total
number for a given leading edge sweep angle. Flight tests were performed for a total of
of twelve hours, leading to results comparable with the results from wind tunnel tests,
twelve hours, leading to results comparable with the results from wind tunnel tests,
confirming predictions of 15% drag reduction.
confirming
predictions
ofthe
15%
drag reduction.
More recently,
within
framework
of the EU-funded Clean Sky I projects, more NLF
demonstrators have been developed and tested. As part of the SFWA (Smart Fixed Wing
Aircraft) project, the BLADE (Breakthrough Laminar Aircraft Demonstrator) demonstrator
was flight tested [99]. The outer wing of an Airbus A340 was substituted with an NLF
wing, characterised by a lower leading-edge sweep, in order to better control cross flow
instabilities.
Currently, NLF has been adopted and realised only for light business jets such as the
HondaJet [100,101]. Instead of adopting an existing NLF airfoil, such as the ones developed
by NASA for business jet applications, a new NLF airfoil has been designed and studied
to exactly match the requirements of the aircraft and to optimise its performance. The
designed airfoil SHM-1 shows all favourable characteristics for such an application: high
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drag-divergence Mach number, small nose-down pitching moment, low drag for cruise,
and docile stall characteristics. All these achieved while keeping a 15% thickness, allowing
to carry the necessary fuel without an increase in wing area.
It is the authors’ opinion that an NLF airfoil can be installed on commuter aircraft, as
the Reynolds number is clearly lower than business jet and large transport aircraft, but it is
also advised that an NLF airfoil becomes useless with the application of distributed electric
propulsion. In addition, NLF should require anti-contamination and monitoring systems,
as described in the next sub-section.
3.6.2. Laminar Flow Control
Laminar flow control is an active boundary layer flow control technique aiming to
maintain the airflow laminar over a surface for chord Reynolds numbers much greater
than the ones that usually characterise transitional or turbulent configurations. In highly
swept wings, which are usually required for flight at high subsonic and supersonic speeds,
suction can control sweep-induced cross-flow disturbances that promote boundary layer
transition. Most of the research so far has been on laminarisation through flow active
control by application of a combination of NLF and LFC, that is the HLFC technology. In
HLFC, suction is applied only at the leading edge of a swept lifting surface to annihilate
cross flow instabilities. The aft region of the wing is then appropriately shaped—as for
the NLF technique—to control pressure distribution and stabilise mid-chord Tollmien–
Schlichting waves. In theory, Tollmien–Schlichting instabilities could be controlled by
suction even further downstream. The reason why this is rarely taken into consideration,
at least in conventional aircraft configurations, lies in the weight penalty one would incur
in installing a suction system in the area of the wing box, in addition to the reduction
in total available volume for fuel tanks. Despite this, the introduction of active laminar
flow control technology on a limited portion of wing area still adds, with respect to NLF,
additional mass, power consumption, and complexity to the aircraft. For this reason, the
HLFC design requires multidisciplinary work on aerodynamics, structural engineering,
production technology (closer tolerances), systems engineering, and airline operations
(maintenance and damage repair, essentially). An HLFC installation would require a
dedicated apparatus, comprising several systems. The following is a list of the systems that
an HLFC aircraft would require. Except for the suction system, the remaining items would
be necessary for an NLF application too, although they are probably less demanding in
terms of power required and additional weight.

•

Suction system—To keep a laminar boundary layer on the leading edge of a swept
lifting surface, air must be removed from it through suction. This can be achieved
both through the usage of a slotted wing surface or a perforated one, if a difference
in pressure exists between the external surface and the chamber underneath the skin.
Then, the sucked air can be guided through an outflow or can be used by another
aircraft system requiring air. To achieve the aforementioned pressure difference, two
approaches can be followed: one making use of an active system based on an electric
motor-driven compressor, the other exploiting the natural difference in pressure between the inflow and outflow positions. Active systems have been successfully tested
both in wind tunnel and actual flight tests, but they obviously pose some problems
in terms of increased system weight, power consumption, maintenance, cost, and
complexity. On the other hand, a passive system would not achieve the same performances and the same laminar efficiency. Several studies [102,103] have been carried
out to address the problem of taking into account the design of HLFC suction systems
during the preliminary aircraft design phase. Different sizing methodologies have
been presented for an early estimation of components parameters, such as required
power, mass, and dimensions. Pe [102] also addressed the problem concerning the
number of compressors to be installed along with their positioning, concluding that
for a long-range aircraft with HLFC technology, it is most beneficial, in terms of power
usage and additional weight, to have one compressor for each side of a wing.
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•

•

•

Anti-contamination system—To keep the flow laminar over the leading edge, a very
high surface cleanliness is required, since even small obstacles could undermine the
effectiveness of the HLFC system and promote transition. Contamination of the
leading-edge area due to impact of insects has been extensively investigated in the
past, even for NLF application, for which such a system would be necessary too. It
has been demonstrated that this type of contamination takes place below 500 ft, thus
actions must be undertaken before taking off, at landing, and while taxiing to keep
lifting surfaces clean. Several measures/concepts have been proposed during the last
decades: paper coverings, scrapers/wipers, deflectors, soluble films, resilient surface,
liquid spray systems. However, some of these solutions are too demanding in term of
system complexity and additional weight, hence they have been regularly discarded.
Krüger flaps have been proposed as a solution for such a problem, at least for the
wings, thanks to their potential shielding capabilities. The price to pay would consist
in restrictions in the design freedom for the high-lift system, and thus a deterioration
of high-lift performance.
Ice and rain protection—To avoid the formation/growth of ice on aircraft surfaces,
anti- and de-icing systems are regularly installed on main lifting surfaces. For HLFC
application on tails and other aerodynamic components, an ice protection system
should be installed to avoid ice blocking the suction holes, degrading the laminar
boundary layer.
Monitoring system—An HLFC aircraft should be provided with a monitoring system,
which would start the functioning of the HLFC apparatus once the design altitude
has been reached, inform the pilot about the malfunctioning of the system and/or of
the anti/de-icing and anti-contamination systems, and communicate with the fuel
monitoring system to check the fuel consumption with respect to a laminar operation.

With respect to the last system, it is important to keep in mind the fundamental
importance of such an apparatus. A failure of the HLFC systems would result in the
inability to achieve the target fuel burn reduction, that, in turn, could imply the inability of
the aircraft to reach the target destination due to insufficient fuel reserves.
Several European and US-based programs/research projects have performed flight
tests involving HLFC technologies to assess their feasibility. In 1987, NASA and Boeing
started a cooperative flight program on a B-757 transport aircraft [98]. The main objectives
of the flight test program were to perform high Reynolds number tests on HLFC technology,
develop a database on the effectiveness of such a concept, and test its integration with
other aircraft systems (high-lift, anti-/de-ice, etc.). For these tests, the actual leading edge
of the main wing of the B-757 was replaced with a new construction, consisting of a
micro-perforated titanium outer skin, subsurface suction flutes, and ducts to collect sucked
air. The new portion of leading edge was also equipped with a Krüger flap, working as
a shield against contamination from insects. Tests were performed at M = 0.80 and for
CL = 0.50. The effectiveness of the HLFC system in delaying the boundary layer transition
was successfully demonstrated, with laminar flow extended much beyond the 50% chord,
which resulted in a 6% drag reduction for the aircraft.
At the turn of the 1980s, Dassault tested HLFC technology on a Falcon 50 [98]. A
perforated suction apparatus was gloved over the inboard structure, close to the fuselage. Suction was performed through an ejector/plenum arrangement. An anti-icing
system was integrated into the design, also accomplishing the task of insect contamination
avoidance. A Guster bump installation, to avoid attachment line contamination, was also
tested for several configurations. Tests confirmed the effectiveness of the integrated antiice/contamination avoidance system. The optimal Guster bump location for attachment
line contamination avoidance was found to be 300 mm from the side of the fuselage. For
this configuration, and with boundary layer suction active, the test article was observed to
become fully laminar.
In 1998, another HLFC demonstration was prepared, this time under the leadership of
Airbus [104]. For this experiment, the vertical tailplane of an Airbus A320 was equipped
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with a complex HLFC system. The experiment was a big success, since an extensive
laminarisation of the boundary layer over the vertical tail surface was observed, but the
overall complexity of the system would have discouraged any aircraft manufacturer to put
it into series production. Nevertheless, the positive results of the test have pushed the DLR
to continue the study on such a technology, leading to a simplified concept characterised by
a much less complicated suction system, called the ALTTA concept [105], which was tested
in 2014 within the frame of the VERSUS project, again on the vertical tail of an A320 and,
this time, through wind tunnel tests. It will be flight demonstrated within the EU project
AFloNext. Boeing is currently testing HLFC for the horizontal tail and for the vertical fin of
the 787-9, at least according to several news articles. A passive suction system was already
patented by them in 2011 [106].
Risse [107] has proposed in his work a way to include HLFC on wings and tails in the
preliminary overall aircraft design. The basis of this work was the integration of a preliminary design methodology for hybrid laminar flow control systems into an existing aircraft
design framework. The framework in which this has been performed is MICADO [108], a
multidisciplinary, requirement-driven design software composed by a series of program
modules dedicated to different tasks, including optimisation. The approach through which
HLFC systems design has been included into the existing framework is physics-based. A
quasi-three-dimensional wing design approach and a database of optimised HLFC airfoils
for different design conditions are used to incorporate HLFC aerodynamics into overall
aircraft preliminary design. Drag is estimated through a transition prediction code, considering cross flow instabilities too. The chosen spanwise and chordwise distribution of
the suction orifice, along with the pressure distribution coming from the aerodynamics
computations, allows to perform an automatic estimation of the power requirements and
of the masses of the suction system. The suction system architecture is made up of:

•
•
•
•

a micro-perforated thick metal sheet;
stringers parallel to constant chord lines, dividing the double skin into several chambers;
an inner metal sheet with throttle orifices;
a plenum with constant under-pressure.

In Ref. [107], a quantitative assessment of HLFC at aircraft level is also provided.
Since HLFC shows its full potential on long distance flights, a conventional turbulent
long-range aircraft configuration was selected as reference, characterised by a design range
of 8150 nmi, a design passenger number equal to 470, and a cruise Mach number of 0.85.
The reference design, performed through the MICADO framework, was then compared
to the design coming from HLFC integration. In particular, three HLFC configurations
are compared (HLFD-0, HLFD-1, HLFD-2), characterised by different values for the cruise
Mach number (0.85, 0.80, 0.80, respectively) and the outboard leading-edge sweep (34◦ , 34◦ ,
28◦ , respectively). Moreover, two different design approaches in terms of HLFC integration
were examined, one involving retrofitting of laminar flow technologies (D1) and one
considering the resizing of aircraft components (D2). Then, comparisons were performed
in a step-wise fashion to identify the different design influences. References [107,108] show
design evolution and impact on mission block fuel as a percentage relative to the reference.
Here, two additional scenarios were also considered, both linked to the loss of laminarity
during the mission: one at the 50% of the design range, the other for the whole length of
the mission. A resizing of the aircraft for HLFC would imply greater benefits in terms of
fuel burn reduction, more than 1%. Risse showed instead the relative percentage changes
of key design parameters. It can be observed how the propulsion system and geometry are
kept constant for the retrofit design (D1).
It is the opinion of the authors that the HLFC technology reviewed so far is too complex
for an application on the commuter aircraft category.
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Garcia-Mayoral and Jiménez [111] found that the riblets’ groove dimensionless crosssectional area A+
g is the most suitable parameter to characterise riblet performance with
+
respect to different non-dimensional
q parameters, such as riblet spacing s or riblet height
h+ . In fact, the adoption of l g+ =

A+
g collapses riblets experimental data into a compact

group of similar curves, meaning that A+
g can be used to better identify an arbitrary family
of riblets. Garcia-Mayoral and Jiménez found that the best estimate for optimum drag
reduction is l g+ ' 11, but also confirmed that drag reduction is heavily affected by riblet
spacing, size, and orientation, which, in some cases, could even produce a drag increase.
From an aircraft perspective, Catalano et al. [110] have investigated the effects of the
application of riblets to a wing-body configuration of a typical regional turbopropeller
airplane, see Figure 28. For such configuration, the wing was equipped with NLF optimised
airfoils for cruise condition, with the twist being optimised for low-speed performance.
Different assumptions were then made to assess the effect of riblets in combination with
NLF. Riblets were applied with the assumption of fully turbulent flow and eventually the
flow was assumed to be laminar for a large portion of the wing because of NLF technology.
Three different aircraft configurations were analysed to better determine the zones of the
aircraft in which the effect of riblets is more effective: one with riblets only on the wing,
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determine the zones of the aircraft in which the effect of riblets is more effective: one with
riblets only on the wing, one with riblets applied on both the wing and the fuselage, and
one with riblets applied on the whole aircraft. Finally, three different scenarios were
one with riblets applied on both the wing and the fuselage, and one with riblets applied on
considered: cruise condition with fully turbulent assumption, laminar cruise condition,
the whole aircraft. Finally, three different scenarios were considered: cruise condition with
and fully turbulent climb/descent. RANS simulations were performed to assess the effects
fully turbulent assumption, laminar cruise condition, and fully turbulent climb/descent.
of NLF and riblets, with a proper boundary condition to simulate the effect of the latter.
RANS simulations were performed to assess the effects of NLF and riblets, with a proper
Table 8 reports the results of the performed analysis in terms of saved weight percentage
boundary condition to simulate the effect of the latter. Table 8 reports the results of the
with respect to the weight obtained at the end of the cruise phase for the clean
performed analysis in terms of saved weight percentage with respect to the weight obtained
configuration. Two different design missions were examined, one with a cruise range of
at the end of the cruise phase for the clean configuration. Two different design missions
350 nmi and one of 900 nmi.
were examined, one with a cruise range of 350 nmi and one of 900 nmi.
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tests have been performed during the last decades. In the 1980s, McLean et al. [112] tested
the effect on drag reduction of a riblet film glued over the upper surface of one wing of
a T-33 jet trainer. Several 3M riblet films, different in terms of spacing and height, were
used on a portion of wing surface extending from the 7% to the 83% of the local chord.
For a flight Mach number equal to 0.70, tests results reported that the presence of riblets
contributed to slightly change the velocity profile on the wing surface, causing a lower
velocity gradient. Results from two flights showed a skin friction drag reduction of 6–7%,
in a range of s+ varying from 10 to 15, while a not significant effect of h+ were observed, at
least for the riblet films tested.
In Ref. [113], Szodruch reported a flight evaluation of riblet performance on an Airbus
A320. For this test, about 70% of the aircraft surface was covered with riblets. To estimate
the total drag reduction, fuel burn savings were estimated during flight tests. According
to Szodruch, for a Mach number range from 0.77 to 0.79, a 2% in total drag reduction was
obtained, a really encouraging result considering it came from actual flight tests performed
on a marketed commercial aircraft.
However, as previously highlighted, riblets pose some serious aerodynamics issues,
such as their performance in off-design conditions. Other than that, several additional
considerations must be made. Riblets, in fact, imply additional operative costs: maintenance
of riblet shape and adhesiveness over operational life is required. Hydraulic fluids, dirt, insects,
and hail can easily compromise their performance, and time required to install, remove, and
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re-apply is surely not a negligible cost for an operator. For these reasons, the application of
riblets does not seem suitable for a commuter aircraft, in the authors’ opinion.
3.8. Ultra-High Aspect Ratio Wings
Improving an aircraft aerodynamics efficiency is directly related to drag reduction,
either parasite drag or induced drag. Technologies for parasite drag reduction have already
been presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.6. Induced drag is directly affected by the wing aspect
ratio. It follows that an ultra-high aspect ratio wing (UHAR), with values well beyond the
limits of actual operative commuters, would improve the aircraft aerodynamics efficiency.
Moreover, by using an UHAR, laminar flow could be achieved more easily because of the
reduced cross-flow component.
Using an UHAR wing as a means to improve an aircraft efficiency could be considered
as the easiest and most straightforward solution. However, there are some drawbacks.
Increasing the wing aspect ratio means either enlarging the wingspan or reducing the wing
area. Both have their pros and cons. A higher value of the wingspan triggers the need for
aeroelastic considerations. In large span wings, these phenomena, together with wing loads,
require a sophisticated wing structure which, in turn, does not bring a high weight penalty.
Practical issues, ranging from new manufacturing technologies up to everyday ground
operations and constraints, should also be considered a priori in such a solution. With this
purpose, innovative aircraft concepts such as the Strut-Braced Wing (SBW) [114] or TrussBraced Wing (TBW) [115], illustrated in Figure 29, may be designed and optimised aimed
to improve the wing aerodynamics, structural efficiency, flight performance, and pollutants
emissions. Usually, long-range aircraft fly at transonic speed and at a lift coefficient lower
than short range aircraft. Moreover, short-range aircraft spend a significant part of their
flight in climb and descent, performing short cruise segments. Climb and descent are both
characterised by a higher lift coefficient. Therefore, even if for long range aircraft43drag
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Lacking similar aircraft configurations in service, the classic preliminary design
methods cannot comply with such a task. Therefore, low- and medium-fidelity methods,
such as vortex or doublet lattice methods, should be applied to investigate the
aerodynamics, stability, and control of a set of ultra-high aspect ratio wing configurations.
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Lacking similar aircraft configurations in service, the classic preliminary design methods cannot comply with such a task. Therefore, low- and medium-fidelity methods, such
as vortex or doublet lattice methods, should be applied to investigate the aerodynamics,
stability, and control of a set of ultra-high aspect ratio wing configurations. In parallel,
trade-off flutter, divergence, and control-reversal analyses should be carried out to define a
“safety domain” of stable structural arrangements for the wing [117].
Recent investigations on a regional aircraft with a typical mission profile of 300 nmi
have shown that by doubling the aspect ratio with a conventional layout will increase
the operative empty weight of about 40% and the fuel burn of about 10%. The effect of
reducing the induced drag was exceeded by the increase in weight. The UHAR wing
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in Figure 30.
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the
LS-0417 airfoil at root and GA(W)-215 airfoil at tip, realised by scaling the thickness
disflap high-lift device was designed accounting for the presence of high-lift propellers, their
tribution of the 13% and 17% thick airfoils about the camber line [120], the flap high-lift
positions, and their relative dimensions. Results of study on the propeller diameter to
device was designed accounting for the presence of high-lift propellers, their positions, and
wing chord ratio Dp/c indicated that the blown to unblown CL ratio increased as the chord
was decreased. However, because of the increase in relative size of the high-lift nacelle to
the wing, which impacted wing lift performance, the study indicated that a Dp/c ratio of
1.0 gives the overall best maximum lift on the wing with the X-57 DEP system.
Investigations on flap design and high-lift propellers are still in progress to assess the
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their relative dimensions. Results of study on the propeller diameter to wing chord ratio
Dp /c indicated that the blown to unblown CL ratio increased as the chord was decreased.
However, because of the increase in relative size of the high-lift nacelle to the wing, which
impacted wing lift performance, the study indicated that a Dp /c ratio of 1.0 gives the overall
best maximum lift on the wing with the X-57 DEP system. Investigations on flap design
and high-lift propellers are still in progress to assess the proper chordwise and relative
propeller height respect to the local chord line to mitigate the separation effects highlighted
in Section 3.3.
4. Airframe Technologies
Airframe design directly affects the aircraft weight. That is the reason why a lot
of new technologies were introduced in the last decades to pave the way towards low
carbon air vehicles. New materials, along with new process technologies have been widely
investigated with the aim of achieving a lighter airframe. However, on one hand, there
is still a lack of understanding of new materials. As a consequence, almost every novel
concept introduced so far (e.g., composite materials) has many drawbacks either preventing
its full exploitation in terms of weight saving or introducing strict maintenance procedures.
On the other hand, airframe design is a matter of weighting structure configuration with
aerodynamic loads and performance. As a direct consequence, the configuration designed
is not always the best structural layout possible. Many factors affect the airframe design
and multi-disciplinary analysis is strongly needed. Moving from material and layout
characterisation, the most promising key-enabling technologies are reported afterwards
focusing the attention on how and how much they can impact the design at aircraft level,
generalising the result even beyond the target platform.
4.1. Smart Intelligent Composite Structure
One of the major concerns of aerospace and transportation engineering over the last
years has been related to efficiently adopting composite materials in view of increasing
vehicle performance and safety along with energy savings. Indeed, composite materials
have been widely introduced in structure manufacturing with the aim of designing stiffer
and lighter components. That is mostly because they ensure tailoring the properties of the
structure according to the specific load to be withstood in order to achieve the optimal
ratio between strength/stiffness and weight. In addition, composite materials allow onepiece barrel manufacturing with an incredible weight saving thanks to unneeded bolts
and connections. However, there are many other aspects preventing their full exploitation
which directly reduce the benefits that pushed up the composite quotation as key-enabling
technology.
Specifically, random events—such as certain low velocity impacts—may induce barely
visible or invisible failure due to the complex mechanics behaviour of such an anisotropic
and multilayer structure. Impact-induced damage in stiffened composite laminates is
usually accommodated with constrained design and strictly maintenance tasks that increase
operational costs above all else and decrease the advantages for which composites have
been introduced massively. To overcome such drawbacks, an integrated structure providing
monitoring of critical components appears the most promising solution. A condition-based
approach could be able to relax the maintenance strategy minimising aircraft downtime
as well. Moreover, the design constraints would be avoided with a further increase of
structural performance resulting in a more environment-friendly aircraft. Although the
latter possibility is a very long-time perspective, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM)
systems, providing continuous or on-demand information about the structural efficiency,
appear to be the key technology to achieve the first goal [121].
Aircraft health monitoring aims at enhancing flight safety allowing the reduction of
maintenance and operational costs simultaneously [122]. A system that enables automatic
detection, diagnosis, prognosis, and mitigation of adverse events arising from component
failure, can be conceptualised in an integrated vehicle health management system. The cur-
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rent practice of scheduled maintenance increases the cost of maintenance steeply, especially
in the case of an aircraft operating beyond its designed service life. That is to say, preventive
(or scheduled) maintenance requires a deep and strict inspection task program that could
be relaxed by moving to predictive (or “on condition”) maintenance. However, adopting
a condition-based philosophy is only possible through an effective and reliable damage
detection system. The aim of SHM is to detect and diagnose initiation of any defect, to
analyse its effects, and to trigger maintenance workflows in order to maintain aircraft safety.
That is possible through collecting various data by a network of sensors and analysing
them by using data analytics algorithms aiming at providing diagnosis and prognosis in a
reverse engineering approach [123]. It is worth noting that, under this general framework,
SHM systems are employed on both structures and systems. SHM approaches and main
characteristics deeply discussed in the present section, essentially look at the structural
integrity by monitoring damage emerging and growing within airframe and assessing
its remaining useful life. Instead, system health monitoring, approached in a following
section looking into the specific case of landing gears, looks at functional aspects and
any degradation in performance triggering maintenance tasks or replacement of affected
components.
4.1.1. Composite Damage Mechanics
For reasons inherent in their internal structure, composite materials suffer much more
than any other conventional metallic material of problems related to damage. Typical for
composites are matrix cracking, delamination, fibre fracture, and interfacial debonding.
These kinds of damage, especially those accidentally and suddenly induced and then
occurring in fatigue problems, are very critical. As a consequence, composites are some
of the most critical type of materials with respect to fatigue, where the crack initiation
may even be due to accidental damage. The most problematic aspect is that damage can
be produced even by events involving very small values of energies. As an example,
delamination at interfaces between adjacent plies differently oriented might arise as a
result of impacts with external objects involving energy of a few Joules. Although that
damage results in a loss of stiffness, the failure cannot be likely detected through a simple
or detailed visual inspection because it is characterised by small external indentation [124].
That is where many concerns have been raised related to the use of composite materials,
which are becoming increasingly important in aircraft manufacturing. It is recognised
that damage can be difficult to detect, resulting in a barely visible or invisible flaw, and
demands for a specific design. In the modern aircraft, the damage tolerance approach
involves the use of inspection procedures and structural design concepts to ensure safety,
rather than the traditional correction factors used for ultimate loads [125]. The damage
tolerance practise requires information on residual strength characteristics, sensitivities
to damage growth and environmental degradation, maintenance practices, and in-service
usage parameters and damage experiences. However, a sort of “defect factor” based on
degree of detectability has been introduced for establishing minimum damage tolerance
residual strengths for composite structures in requirements proposed for inclusion in
Ref. [126]. The application of this philosophy results in introducing such knockdown factors
affecting the design of composite structures by limiting material strength. That is due to
such complex impact mechanics, which makes the real condition of the structure under
loading unpredictable. The impact behaviour of composite materials has been studied
experimentally by many authors [127] and the complexity of the physical phenomena
demands detailed investigation to numerical modelling, making it difficult to extend
analytical solutions to complex structures [128]. The low velocity impact damage has a
significant effect on the strength and durability of the laminates; it is an inevitable event and
needs appropriate design solutions to be addressed [129]. As a matter of fact, a lot of work
is still necessary to improve the modelling of the damage developing during impact on
composite laminates to better assess numerically their residual mechanical characteristics
in order to optimise their design [130].
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The influence and severity of damage caused by an impact event in composite structures is typically more difficult to be assessed, more severe, and even less visible than in
metals. As a result, composite materials are sensitive to many aspects of in-service use
for which it is difficult to provide design data. It is worth noting that due to the brittle
behaviour of composite laminates every out-of-plane load or even drop of minor objects
(e.g., tools used for assembly or maintenance) may lead to significant damage. This latter
can be broadly divided in two groups [131]:

•
•

intralaminar damage, where the flaw develops inside the ply (e.g., matrix cracking,
fibre/matrix debonding or fibres breakages);
interlaminar damage, when a discontinuity arises at the interface between two consecutive plies (e.g., delamination).

Although in this classification, composite structure failure is often characterised by
multiple damage mechanisms arising locally and developing three-dimensionally, in fibrereinforced laminates, delamination is the most common and critical damage mode under
impact loading. However, it rarely occurs alone. The delamination usually arises between
two adjacent layers with different fibres orientation [132] due to the high interlaminar
stresses developing and the relatively low interlaminar strength available. This is combined
with also very low through-thickness strength due to the low resistance of the matrix. As
a consequence, low-velocity impact is usually followed by first matrix cracks developing
in the plies and then delamination spreading along the ply interfaces growing from these
cracks. Relevant efforts have been spent in the past years to understand how delamination
arises and develops within the composite laminates. The complex mechanics results
in the classic “peanut” shape which develops at almost every interface and penetrate
through-the-thickness into the following layers achieving the typical “Christmas tree”
structure [133,134].
Although improved knowledge about composite failure mechanics was achieved
in the last years, a major concern still regards the detectability of damage. The impact
evolution in composite laminates induces bending or shear stresses initiating micro cracks
in the matrix located on the opposite side of the impact point. Then, micro cracks propagate
into the nearby interface between dissimilar plies yielding to the delamination. These
phenomena result in a very small surface indentation even when the through thickness
damage is greater than an emerging flaw due to the mixed crack-delamination evolution.
The morphology of damage typically obtained after composite structure being subject
to low velocity impact is highlighted in Figure 31, which shows a classic ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE). Specifically, it regards the case of a 6 mm carbon fibre
reinforced plate designed for a lower wing panel of a commercial aircraft and loaded by
a low velocity impact of 85 J using a drop weight machine with one inch tip [135]. The
peanut shape and the relevant extent of damage is evident from the c-scan image—in-plane
view of the damage. Furthermore, the s-scan—section view of the damage—shows how the
laminate is corrupted through the thickness by several instances of delamination arising
among adjacent layers. This results in the typical impact cone due to the complex failure
mechanics (cracks-delamination mixed failure). However, although the conformation of
the damage appears evident, the only relevant item is the indentation on the upper surface,
which is not visible as it is of the order of few hundred microns.
Such hidden damage is particularly dangerous because it drastically reduces the
compression after impact (CAI) strength as well as the fatigue strength, which are both
critical design parameters for aircraft structures. The loss of the latter may be up to
70% of the undamaged case depending upon the laminate layup and according to the
fatigue load spectrum [136]. Generally, CAI strength after damage may result around
60% of the undamaged value. This is the reason why the compressive strain is usually
limited in between 3000 and 4000 microstrains during design [137]. As a consequence,
composite materials are not fully exploited up to now due to issues inherent to their
internal mechanics. New methods of investigation have been developed to reduce the
gap between theoretical and practical benefits in adopting composites, including SHM.
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and aircraft maintenance strategies. However, before moving to the benefit of introducing
structure, which prevents the collaboration between parts with a dangerous drawback for
loading absorbing [123]. Hence, disbonding stoppers are usually included in the design to
avoid separations between stiffeners and skin above the maximum size, ensuring safe structural collaboration [138]. As a matter of fact, connectors are eventually necessary where the
introduction of composites would avoid or limit any type of connection between different
parts to reduce weight as well as manufacturing and maintenance costs. Therefore, this
rough damage tolerance approach breaks down many benefits encouraging the introduction of a composite airframe. There are indeed two primary damage tolerance requirements
described in [139]: (i) damage growth characterisation and (ii) residual strength capability.
The certification demands the demonstration of required levels of static strength, durability,
and damage tolerance as well as the ability to predict stiffness properties. Demonstration
of compliance for composite structure includes sustaining design ultimate loads with damage at the threshold of visual detectability—barely visible impact damage (BVID)—and
sustaining design limit loads with clearly visible damage. In addition, it must be demonstrated that levels of damage smaller than those that reduce the residual strength to design
limit load capability will not experience detrimental growth under operational loading
conditions. For instance, considering the applied strains, materials, and design concepts,
a no-growth approach for damage tolerance has been adopted in the case of Boeing B777
empennage [125]. This approach is based on demonstrating that any damage undetectable
during visual inspection will not grow under operational loads. This means that a damaged
component must be capable of carrying ultimate load for the operational life of the airplane.
The advisory circular [139] includes acceptable means of compliance in the following areas:
(i) effects of environment (including design allowables and impact damage); (ii) static
strength (including repeated loads, test environment, process control, material variability,
and impact damage); (iii) fatigue and damage tolerance evaluation; (iv) other items—such
as flutter, flammability, lightning protection, maintenance, and repair. According to such
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items, the no-growth behaviour of B777 composite structure has been demonstrated in
numerous subcomponent tests. Following the typical building block approach in use within
the aeronautical field, two full-scale cyclic load tests were performed inserting damage sites
during several test sequences. In addition, the full-scale tests demonstrated the following
characteristics required for damage tolerance compliance [125]:
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which become appreciably lower than material ultimate stresses due to the introduced tolerance (see Figure 34). According to Boeing design manuals and military handbooks [125],
the design limit allowable σd.l.a. can be calculated for first approximation introducing a
scatter to the ultimate material allowable σm.u.a. as follows:
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check of the component in supporting expected loads. This is primarily a flight safety
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structures subjected to cyclic loads show a particular evolution of the crack demanding
for skilful inspection planning. As a matter of facts, the extreme conditions and harsh
environments which aerospace structures are exposed to require the ability check of the
component in supporting expected loads. This is primarily a flight safety consideration that
damage tolerance tries to meet, ensuring the structure can continue carrying the agreedupon regulation loads despite any damage or degradation (e.g., impacts-induced failures).
Consequently, the concern with damage tolerance is ultimately with the damaged structure
having adequate residual strength and stiffness to continue in-service safely at least until
the damage can be detected by following scheduled maintenance inspections. The final
goal is ensuring safety in every unforeseen event, not solely on likely scenarios of damage.
Hence, it is worth defining the damage that the structure is capable of carrying at the
various required load levels (ultimate, limit, etc.). Composite structures are certified with
an approach allowing the presence of a damage, no matter how the damage onset and
growth are. Hence, in-service inspection techniques are necessary and need to be capable of
adequately detecting damage before it becomes critical. In addition, if the damage growth
is allowed, it must be predictable that such inspection intervals can be reliably defined. In
this context, in-service inspection procedures play a major role so that structural regions
and elements are classified with respect to required non-destructive inspection (NDI) and
NDE sensitivity. Inspection intervals are usually established on the basis of crack growth
information, assuming a specified initial flaw size and a detectable crack size, the latter
depending on the level of available NDI/NDE procedure and equipment. Cracks larger
than that are presumed to be discovered and repaired with a defined confidence level.
That is the target of the NDE equipment usually assessed with probability of detection
approaches [141]. Furthermore, the inspection intervals must be such that an undetected
flaw will not grow to critical size before the next inspection. Due to their key role, the use
of NDI/NDE techniques and the establishment of appropriate inspection intervals have
progressed considerably especially in the case of composites.
Non-destructive testing methods deal with the identification and characterisation of
damage without altering (destroying) in any way the component inspected, whether they
show inner or external visibility. Due to their characteristics, they provide a cost-effective
approach to investigating the condition of a single component or for the in-service inspections of complex systems [142]. In the field of composites, numerous techniques are
adopted, including ultrasonic testing [143], thermographic testing [144], infrared thermography testing [145,146], radiographic testing [147], visual testing [148], acoustic emission
testing [149], acousto-ultrasonic [150], shearography testing [151], and electromagnetic testing [152]. As described above, each one of these methods has advantages and drawbacks,
addressing specific problems in several types of flaw to be detected and different parts.
As a consequence, although the great potentialities of several NDT techniques, some of
their inherent limitations still persist. First of all, NDI/NDE inspection sensitivity and
reliability while inspecting actual airframes are far from the standards within laboratory
tests which include simpler coupons. However, the major concern of current NDI/NDE
practices is that they cannot provide a continuous assessment of the structural condition.
To practically perform these inspections, the aircraft has to be taken offline, disassembled in
some parts and scanned. This process is time consuming and expensive, making necessary
a detailed scheduling and preventing on-demand inspections. The implementation of an
SHM system could improve such a situation due to the permanently attached transducers
allowing structure interrogations as often as needed even when and where the accessibility
is not possible [153,154]. The potential benefits introduced by operating SHM within aircraft
inspections are detailed in the next section, where specific examples are given to justify the cost
benefits achievable by introducing condition-based monitoring with integrated structures.
4.1.3. Benefit of SHM System within Aircraft Life Cycle
Unlike NDE inspections, the on-demand interrogations of an SHM system based on
permanently attached sensors are always carried out in the same way. This continuous
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In fact, the damage assessment process is based on different levels of inspection and
inspections between several flights that minimise the downtime. In fact, the damage assessoriented to either releasing the aircraft or requiring its repair, as schematised in Figure 35.
ment process is based on different levels of inspection and oriented to either releasing the
The walk-around operated by the aircraft captain is the first way to detect damage by
aircraft or requiring its repair, as schematised in Figure 35. The walk-around operated by
visual inspection. However, the first detailed inspection is operated by the Level 1
the aircraft captain is the first way to detect damage by visual inspection. However, the
inspectors according to rigorous visual inspection criteria and it is usually available at
first detailed inspection is operated by the Level 1 inspectors according to rigorous visual
larger airports. When the release is not obtained during this phase, the inspection
inspection criteria and it is usually available at larger airports. When the release is not
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Figure 35. Possible maintenance approaches suited for aircraft operators.
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The scheduled maintenance levels for a commercial aircraft are reported in Table 9
easily explains the complexity of maintenance procedures, step by step becoming heavier, to
along with typical frequency and man-hours required for each of them. This summary
ensure the safety of aircraft lightweight structures. Check A is usually performed overnight
easily explains the complexity of maintenance procedures, step by step becoming heavier,
every 500–800 FHs at an airport gate while check B requires 1 to 3 days at an airport hangar
to ensure the safety of aircraft lightweight structures. Check A is usually performed
to be completed. More complex but very crucial is check C, usually performed less than
overnight every 500–800 FHs at an airport gate while check B requires 1 to 3 days at an
every 2 years requiring 1 to 2 weeks of work in a maintenance base. Check D is usually
airport hangar to be completed. More complex but very crucial is check C, usually
operated every 6 years, where the paint may need to be completely removed for further
performed less than every 2 years requiring 1 to 2 weeks of work in a maintenance base.
inspection on the fuselage skin. For this reason, it requires a suitable maintenance base and
Check D is usually operated every 6 years, where the paint may need to be completely
about 2 months of work.
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C-Light Cost (USD)
C-Heavy Cost (USD)
Table 10. Approximate costs for C-check inspection for a variety of aircraft categories [159].
B737-800
20 months
120,000–160,000
220,000–320,000
B747-400
18 months
600,000–800,000
1.0–1.2
Aircraft
Type
Interval
C-Light
Cost (USD) C-Heavy
Costmillion
(USD)
B767-300ER
16–18
months
450,000–550,000
600,000–700,000
B737-800
20 months
120,000–160,000
220,000–320,000
B777-300ER
16–20 months
375,000–475,000
550,000–650,000
B747-400
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1.0–1.2
million
A320-200
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250,000–350,000
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16–206000
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DH TwinOtter
4000–6000 FH
20,000–28,000
30,000–40,000

A330-300
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375,000–475,000

550,000–650,000
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Starting from these considerations, to reduce such costs, it is possible to limit nondestructive inspections and disassembly of aircraft just in case of negative response claimed
by a SHM system. It is indeed estimated that in this way SHM allows to reduce a relevant
percentage—up to 3–4% maintenance costs—of operative costs for airlines by modifying
the damage assessment process (short-time perspective). As a consequence of such aspects,
the introduction of a reliable SHM system can increase the safety (continuous monitoring)
and reduce costs (maintenance just in time).
On the latter perspective, it is possible to quantify such reduction estimating inspection costs and SHM system benefits instrumenting the door surrounds of a passenger
airplane with two doors. The area under investigation is about three square-metres and
the standard design flight goal of the fuselage is about 100,000 FH. The costs of inspection
and instrumentation can be divided in NDT inspections, SHM weight, sensor installation,
and sensors cost. The first is demanded for actual maintenance operation and consists
of inspection for barely visible damages (BVID) and visible damages (VID) operated by
a Level 2 inspector. Each inspection may cost around 22,000 USD. The other costs are
demanded for SHM-based maintenance by avoiding any NDT inspection. To instrument
one door surround, about 3 kg of sensors, 7 kg of electronic parts, and 16 kg of cables
and miscellaneous are needed, for a total mass of 26 kg per door. The operational cost
derived by further introducing one kilogram is about 0.07 USD per each FH. The sensor
installation cost depends on how the sensor are bonded: (i) bonded on the cured structure
or (ii) co-cured. In the first case, the cost is about 26,000 USD per each door surround
ensuring 200M FH of durability, while it decreases to about 8000 USD for a co-bonded
installation. This means 58,000 USD or 16,000 USD for instrumenting all door surrounds
of the fuselage. The sensors will cost approximately 12,000 USD per door, with a total
cost of 24,000 USD. For an ageing airplane, it is estimated that 1000 damage occurrences
will happen on the fuselage operating for 500,000 FHs [161]. About 75% of these occur
at the door surround and 80% of them have a dent depth d between 0.3 mm and 1.3 mm,
which requires inspection. For a composite, it can be assumed that d < 0.3 mm is not visible,
0.3 mm < d < 1.3 mm visible but less than the allowed size, and d > 1.3 mm is visible but
with non-admissible damage. In conclusion, the occurrence of damage requiring inspection
is 1.1 × 10−3 per FH. The resulting cost for inspecting door surrounds is about 2.4 million
USD per 100,000 FH. According to the estimation given above, a fuselage integrated with
sensors around the doors will cost in the worst case about 0.438 million USD with a benefit
of about 1.9 million USD if no inspection is carried out during continuous monitoring of
the structure.
It is possible to quantify the reduction of costs even considering a composite panel
with an area of one square meter and making a few assumptions again for the benefit
and cost calculation. In this case, it is possible to get to a benefit overcoming costs when
the probability to have a damage event P(E) is greater than 0.53 × 10−5 . Just to give an
impression, probable events that are likely to occur at least one time during the operational
life of a number of airplanes of the same type corresponds to a probability of occurrence P(E)
> 10−5 . That is to say, considering 40 m2 surface wing of a 19-passengers aircraft, 20 impacts
during the whole lifetime are enough to have benefits achieved costs for instrumenting the
wing. However, it is statistically identified that up to 1300 impacts due to bird strike may
occur at the wing surface with damage requiring inspection occurring in many of those
cases [161].
The impressive benefit obtained based on certain assumptions [160,162,163] and affected by an uncertainty of 10% does not account the cost for SHM maintenance and the
inspections required for clarifying some system responses (combined NDE-SHM). However,
also including scatter factors, the promising benefits introduced by integrating SHM during
damage assessment process (short-time perspective) are remarkable and not negligible. By
extending this calculation to the whole aircraft with a scatter factor equal to 4, it is possible
to achieve about 4% reduction of maintenance costs, that is to say, about 0.8% of direct
operative costs.
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In addition, SHM must be considered during the structural design: monitoring, inspection, and damage detection become an integral part of structures at the design level reducing the knockdown factors introduced by actual damage tolerance approach (long-term
perspective) for further decrease operational costs. Considering the limitation schematised
in Figure 33, the damage tolerance approach introduces about 15% reduction in allowables
calculation due to damage, whose contribution can be divided among safety factors need
to address holes and repairs (which decrease the material allowables because of stress
intensity factors around the affected region), visible damage, and barely visible damage, if
one is considering ultimate or limit load, respectively. That is to say, the thickness of the
structure will be increased by about 15% to address the presence of a damage which can
be statistically expected among two C-Check intervals. The use of continuous monitoring
technology, warning the presence of damage immediately after occurring, can reduce this
gap significantly. Imprinting wing and fuselage takes approximately 8–14% and 7–12% of
the maximum take-off weight and considering the effect on the design limit allowable only,
in the worst case, the maximum take-off weight can be directly reduced by 0.75%. That is
where SHM directly reduces take-off weight. However, then it enables the snowball effect
with further reduction of weight and costs.
It is worth noting that, although these calculations are reported here to address the
case of a commuter aircraft, they can be extended to other aircraft types and categories. In
fact, either the number of doors or the airframe surface increases, with greater benefit in
terms of costs. However, the percentage benefit remains very similar. As a matter of fact,
although it will take several years before entry into service for commercial aircraft, SHM
actually appears to be the major key-enabling technology in designing safer and lighter
airframes.
4.2. Subsect Integrated Landing Gear Health Management
As demonstrated above, integrated health management is one of the few technologies
that will help in reducing operational cost while increasing safety. In addition, it also moves
away from conservative design philosophies. The health management requires a multidisciplinary approach bringing together advanced principles of mechanical engineering,
sensor technologies, signal processing, and data analytics. Aircraft landing gear, which has
not been considered in the previous discussion, is one of the most critical aircraft systems
with a maintenance task programme requiring much effort, almost like engines. The health
of the landing gear system depends on the proper functionality of each component. Several
parts can have many failure modes and potential failure can be detected through the
analysis of data collecting by distributed sensors. While some failure modes can be critical,
others may only degrade the performance. The failure can be classified as [164]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Incipient—hard to detect;
Slow progressive—hard to detect;
Intermittent;
Cascading;
Fast progressive.

System health is monitored measuring every deviation of useful parameters affected
by the specific failure monitored from the corresponding reference. The remaining useful
life is specified by the number of duty cycles and should be predicted based on the value
of information given by the health management system. According to Ref. [165], a few
probable failures of a landing gear systems are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Failing to retract;
Failing to extend;
Failing to get-up locked after retraction;
Failing to get down-locked after extension;
Exceeding retraction/extension time limits;
Failing to provide feedback to cockpit of down locking, transit, and up locking.
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The retraction and extension activities are quite a complex mechanics and are possible
only when several conditions allowing those mechanisms to be activated are met. For
instance, the retraction can be operated only when:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Aircraft hydraulics power and electrical power are “ON”;
All weight-on-wheel switches are “OFF”;
Select landing gear “UP” on the landing gear selector switch;
Hydraulic pressure flows correctly;
All down locks are unlocked;
Actuator stroke retracts the landing gears individually.

Hence, a retraction failure can occur when one of those conditions are not met and the
reasons why this could happen are summarised in Table 11.
Table 11. Landing gear failure modes and suited detection approach [165].
Failure Mode

Detection Approach

No hydraulic power
No electrical power
Weight on wheel signal failure
Failure of down locks
Gear unlocked, but not going up to up lock
Retraction failure
Electro-selector switch failure
Electro-selector valve failure

Monitoring the pressure transducer in the system
Sensed by the system voltage sensor
Monitoring the electrical signal which needs to be tapped
Monitoring the signals from the down locks
Monitoring the signals from the up lock
Monitoring the time elapsed between selector switch operation,
down lock release and up locking when each gear is beyond limits
Monitoring the solenoid voltage
Monitoring the pressure in the up line

In addition to all those aspects related to retractable system architecture functionalities,
the landing induces overloads to the main structure and is subject to critical fatigue failure.
As a matter of fact, landing gear represents an expensive maintenance item and this fact
pushed many manufacturers of small aircraft to opt for non-retractable landing gears to
limit maintenance to landing load induced damage (e.g., Tecnam P2012, DH Twin Otter,
Cessna Caravan, etc.). This design is approved without any concern even of the cost of
accepting huge aerodynamic drag increasing. Setting an integrated health management
system at landing gear level can thus reduce maintenance costs of retractable systems
by implementing predictive philosophy and reduce drag at aircraft level. The technical
benefits rely on the ability of the system to monitor the operational and standard functional
status of the landing gear; providing the necessary warnings in case functional anomalies
following limited landings, hard landings, landings in particular critical conditions, or
reaching fatigue life. As for the last aspect, the management system can count the real
operation cycles of the gear components useful to compute the actual fatigue of the landing
gear to be compared with respect to the theoretical fatigue loads used to qualify and
approve the system during the design and certification stages. This allows a proactive
action with regard to the ordinary maintenance program, possibly extending the inspection
intervals or the specification, with considerable savings in terms of time and maintenance
costs while returning an increased safety level as well. In particular, the benefits obtained
are:

•
•
•
•
•

reduction of global development costs;
reduction in the number of fatigue tests and operating costs;
increased reliability of the landing gear system;
higher flight safety;
reduction of maintenance costs through the elimination or simplification of scheduled
and preventive maintenance “tasks”, avoiding replacements of still intact parts and
frequent inspection tasks.
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4.2.1. Maintenance Tasks for a Landing Gear System
As mentioned in the previous section, landing gear systems are among most complex
aircraft systems to be inspected during lifecycle management. To give an impression,
the following considerations refer to a nose landing gear of a 19-pax aircraft according
to standard procedures, therefore without any monitoring system integrated within the
structure. Scheduled maintenance for this landing gear consists mainly of the tasks reported
in Table 12.
Table 12. Landing gear failure modes and suited detection approach [165].
Inspection Interval

Action

100 FHs

Check that there are no external leaks, breakages, cracks, and the static attitude of the
aircraft is guaranteed.

600 FHs

Check the correct tightening torques, and check that there are no external leaks,
breakages, permanent deformations, and the static attitude of the aircraft.

1st time: 1800 FHs or 6 years
Following times: 600 FHs

Perform eddy current on the body (there is no need to completely disassemble the truck)
and visual inspection only on the shock absorber rod, checking for the absence of
corrosion and the condition of the chromed surface.

12 years

Disassembly for visual inspection of the structural components, replacement of the
rubber/gasket kits, verification of the absence of corrosion, and condition of the
chromed, cadmium-plated, anodised surfaces. Run NDT by eddy current on the body.

Operations (1) and (2) do not involve a significant commitment of time and costs
and are therefore neglected as a precaution; for phases (3) and (4) the aircraft must be on
ground, even if the complete disassembly of the landing gear is not necessary. Operation (5)
involves complete disassembly. If the landing gear returns for general overhaul, as agreed
with the customer, it is necessary to completely disassemble and proceed to the inspection
phases provided in the maintenance manual. If the trolley returns due to a malfunction, before
disassembling it is necessary to carry out a complete functional test which consists of:

•
•
•
•
•

deformation test;
seal tightness test;
check of operation of the charge valves (oil and nitrogen);
polytropic execution by hydraulic press;
testing the “anti-shimmy” system.
Instead, during the revision it is necessary to:

•
•
•
•

•

Disassemble the landing gear completely;
Paint off the painted components;
Perform and ensure thorough cleaning of all parts;
Carry out visual inspection to verify that there are no evident signs of wear, deformation, indentations, corrosions, scratches, surface state of the chromed and cadmiumplated or anodically oxidised parts, and check the integrity of the gaskets. This inspection must be carried out mandatorily on all the components of the shock-absorbing
part as rod, piston, gasket holder, cylinder, oil scraper, leak plug (metering pin), etc.;
Non-destructive testing as follows:
#
#
#

•

#
#
#

Penetrating liquids on the compasses (torque links)
Penetrating liquids on the stem;
Magnetoscopy on the articulation axes and on the wheel axle and valve seat,
leak plug;
Penetrating liquids on the supports, bushings, spacers;
Penetrating liquids on the container;
Penetrating liquids on the shock piston;

Rework and replacements with new parts:
#

Replace all parts that do not pass the visual inspection test;
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#
#

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replace all the rubber/gasket kits, and the “consumables” (standard small
parts, screws, washers, nuts, braking wire, cotter pins, spacers, plastic elements);
Rework the areas of the non-compliant parts in compliance with the tolerances
required by the construction drawings and the maximum increases shown
therein;

Restoration of special processes (chrome plating, cadmium plating, anodic anodising,
etc.) and of the roughness required on drawing;
Re-painting of the painted components;
Re-assembly;
Verification of the correct application of the tightening torques and functional gaps
required by the project;
Perform full functional test according to applicable test report;
Carry out finishing operations (identification plate, braking wire, paint retouches, etc.);
Storage.

The previous action list gives an impression of the complex maintenance the landing
gear is going through. Based on that task, in the following section, a calculation regarding the maintenance costs associated to a classical land gear and the same landing gear
integrated with health management system is reported.
4.2.2. Cost Benefits Integrating Health Management System
As previously done for the airframe structures, several hypotheses can be proposed
to estimate the return of investments in implementing an integrated vehicle system even
for landing gear systems [162,163]. To find out the benefit, it is important to estimate the
costs given by both classic system (inspection costs) and integrated system (system cost
and added weight cost).
Inspection costs for classic landing gear: an accurate NDT requires a Level 2 category
technician, for a cost of approximately 15,000 USD, including the costs of taking the aircraft
on the ground. The whole cost of inspections is 15,000 USD after the first 1800 FHs and
every 600 FHs thereafter, and therefore for 100 k FHs (design life) it will be approximately
100,000/600 × 15,000 USD = 2.5 million USD.
Costs for integrating health management system: the monitoring system adds a mass
to the aircraft that has to be included in computation of the direct operative cost. The
weight can be estimated as follows:

•
•
•

Sensors: 0.5 kg,
Electronics: 8 kg,
Cables and other items; 5 kg

for a total of 13.5 kg per landing gear and a total weight added to the aircraft which
corresponds approximately to 40.5 kg. The cost of the mass added to the aircraft can be
estimated as 0.07 USD per FH per kg. Those values return an impact on direct operative
costs of approximately 283,000 USD for 100,000 FHs if no cost is associated with the
maintenance of the monitoring system. In addition to that cost, it is necessary to consider
the integration costs as:

•
•
•

Sensor installation: 5000 USD per landing gear (worst case, 50 man-hours necessary)
for a total of 15,000 USD
Cost of sensors: 4000 USD per landing gear for a total of 12,000 USD
Electronic cost: 80,000 USD

The integrated landing gear will impact the direct operative cost of the aircraft as
follows: 283,000 + 15,000 + 12,000 + 80,000 = 390,000 USD. Although the estimate is
approximate and although it envisages having to restore some components of the SHM
system, the benefit in terms of cost reduction in the life cycle is evident.
However, let us also consider also the costs that could be needed to maintain the
monitoring system. If the landing gear returns for a general overhaul, the operations
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described in the previous paragraph are estimated to affect approximately 15,000 USD per
landing gear and therefore 45,000 USD for the aircraft. If they are inspected four times, they
will require about 90,000 USD. Hence, the total maintenance of the landing gear system
integrated with health management system during 100 FHs will have a cost equal to:
390,000 + 90,000 = 480,000 USD
That is equal to 1/5 of the corresponding inspections and maintenance without any
SHM and OLM approach mounted. The benefit can be calculated as:
BENEFIT = 2.5 million USD − 0.48 million USD = 2.02 million USD

(9)

which is valid for a life cycle, or 100,000 flight hours. That results in approximately 80%
saving of costs. Even considering that half of the inspection tasks only can be skipped, a
40% saving is still obtained. It is worth noting that this percentage calculation reported
here is quite general, no matter the aircraft type. Hence, the analysis can be easily scaled
up to wide-body aircraft.
Given all the above considerations, introducing a health management system for
aircraft landing gear can be made more advantageous by introducing a retractable configuration for this aircraft category, because of the reduced maintenance costs. In addition, the
landing gear induced drag and noise could further reduce costs and emissions strongly.
That is to say, integrated health management of aircraft landing gear is not only a future
challenge but even a key-enabling technology for this category of aircraft in order to achieve
a near-zero emission vehicle.
4.3. Aeroelastic Tailoring of Distributed Propeller Wing
Distributed propulsion is barely a new concept and has captured the attention of
major players in the aviation landscape to increase propulsion system efficiency along with
better aerodynamic flow. However, such a non-conventional aircraft requires updated
configuration to be effectively introduced in commercial aviation. Within the scope of the
exploration of commuter aircraft key-enabling technologies, it is crucial to mention the
need for new and better preliminary design approach which can strongly improve the
impact of such a non-conventional architecture on the aircraft weight. That is also useful to
address the potential outcomes after the implementation of such innovative concept on the
selected aircraft configuration.
Within preliminary design concepts, it is necessary to figure out the aircraft performance limits and the overall reconfiguration that the airframe experiences when switching
to distributed propulsion. It is essential to understand how to include such distributed
subsystems in the aircraft model to perform a proper analysis. In general, the preliminary
design framework strongly depends upon several aircraft parameters among which the
weight characteristic is crucial for performance estimation. From a structural point of view,
the mass breakdown analysis requires specific models assessing the weight of each aircraft
component in order to compute several aircraft weight parameters, including Maximum
Take-off Weight. Although a reference aircraft database is usually an efficient way to
predict such overall characteristics, a novel aircraft featuring radically new technologies
represents a challenge when existing knowledge does not provide a solution for preliminary estimation. As a consequence, the accuracy of normally used empirical methods and
statistical data collected from previously constructed aircraft decreases strongly. However,
the structural mass of an aircraft has a big influence on the overall performance and its
optimisation from early design phase is worth achieving. Reducing structural weight
lowers the operative empty weight and increases payloads that can be carried on as well
as the corresponding range of the aircraft. One of the heaviest structural components of
modern aircraft is the wing, on which a particular focus has always been placed. This is
even more important in the case of distributed propulsion technologies, where the mass
distribution (and the overall mass consequently) is highly affected by the position and mass
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of the engines. In particular, the use of tip-mounted propellers can make quite challenging
the design and the result can be far from optimal due to dynamic instability issues. That is
where an accurate preliminary tool can be quite crucial to improve the design layout and
return the optimal configuration without attempting too many resources and expensive
experimental trials.
Generally, different methods are available in literature to estimate the mass of the
airframe as well as the overall aircraft weight. It is possible to broadly divide those methods
according to the approach adopted in:

•
•
•

empirical and semi-empirical methods;
analytical and quasi-analytical based methods; and
finite element-based methods.

Empirical methods consist mostly of statistical evaluation based on existing aircraft.
Although great and valuable results have been obtained by Raymer [166], Roskam [167],
and Torenbeek [168], whose empirical mass estimation methods are still in use, the prediction accuracy depends primarily on the amount of data available from similar existing
aircraft and how close they are to the aircraft under investigation in terms of design, configuration, and mission profile. Hence, the statistics-based methods are of limited practical
use where a novel aircraft configuration or material is introduced [169]. Purely analytical
methods make use of theoretical wing mass derivation based on structural mechanics
to calculate the amount of material needed to withstand specific loads. However, they
usually rely on simplified models when providing overall aircraft estimation or on very
complex theories limited to single components. The design requires holistic approaches
able to account for aerodynamic effects and aeroelasticity. To overcome these limits, several
approaches have been introduced using beam model representation and analytical methods
for the analysis and sizing of the wingbox structure, while considering the effects of static
aeroelasticity [170]. However, they are still limited to the estimation of the material needed
for the primary structure. Finite Element Methods (FEM) have been increasingly adopted in
the last decades as general-purpose approach and can return quite reliable mass estimation.
Different attempts have been made in the literature to define accurate modelling strategies
with low computation efforts needed [170]. Although the major advantage of numerical
simulation is the possibility to introduce as many details as needed in the model, including
non-linear behaviours, they may increase the computational costs, or may not be available
at the preliminary design stages [171].
Moving from empirical to finite element methods and passing through analytical
approaches, different results may be achieved according to the fidelity of the model. In the
same way as the previous classification, it is possible to group several adopted techniques
according to the level of estimation achieved [171]:

•
•
•
•

class I methods;
class II methods;
class II and a 12 methods;
class III methods.

Class I methods are also known as fractions methods, because the mass of each
aircraft component is defined as a fraction of the maximum take-off mass of the aircraft.
Class II methods further include aircraft parameters into the computation enabling the
calculation of the mass of principal components by a set of equations. Class II and a
1
2 methods are based on estimation of the mass of material required to withstand loads
applied to a particular aircraft component. In order to calculate the required amount of
material, basic strength/stiffness analysis is applied to simplified structural model of the
load-carrying component. Finally, Class III methods allow the refinement of the mass
breakdown prediction by incorporating FEM to calculate the aircraft primary structure.
Moving back to the specific application, it is worth achieving further advancements in
the establishment of accurate class II and a 12 methods and class III methods to optimise the
airframe design. In particular, those approaches require advancements in setting formulae
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for aeroelastic compensation while dealing with high aspect ratio aircraft and distributed
propeller wing. The use of high aspect ratio paves the way to the application of really
flexible wings, which may undergo to very large deformation due to the low twisting
resistance of the outer wingbox. In addition, the presence of tip propeller mounting
may generate dynamic instability, strongly reducing the flutter speed. This is such an
underestimated topic in the literature and the knowledge of the mechanics of structures
under such a complicated wing configuration is quite needed to address the optimal
configuration in terms of weight penalties and aerodynamic improvement. While the high
aspect ratio can be compensated by introducing a strut, the engine mounting over the
wingspan may actually be a big issue due to lower flutter speed expected when moving
the engine outboard. However, Mardanpour and Hughes [172] demonstrated that engine
placement at certain locations has the potential to increase the flutter speed. That may be
induced in two ways. One is the location where lower frequency flutter mode could be
relegated to a higher frequency mode and the other is the location where the fluid structure
interaction is decreased. Both criteria could be met at the area of minimum kinetic energy
of the mode. That is to say, engine placement at the area of minimum kinetic energy of the
modes has the potential to decrease fluid-structure interaction and enforce the structure
to flutter at a higher mode [173]. In case of the high-aspect ratio wing presented by the
authors, the area of minimum kinetic energy density of the bending and torsion modes of
the wing, in the absence of engines, gravitational, and aerodynamic forces, may present
different minimum levels. While the first bending mode has a minimum value at the root,
the second bending mode shows the minimum kinetic energy density outboard of the
85% span, and for second torsion mode, this minimum moves to the region between 70%
and 90% span. To further explore this possibility, the authors performed the same analysis
for two-engine and four-engine configurations. In the first case, the point of the minimum
kinetic energy was just outboard of 60% span [174]. In case of the four-engine configuration,
for engine placement ahead of the elastic axis, the unstable mode contained a combination
of first, second, and third bending modes [175]. When the engines were placed from about
60% to 80% span, there was a noticeable increase in flutter speed. This area is close to the
area of minimum kinetic energy of the first three bending modes.
These results are summarised in Figure 37, which shows the normalised flutter speed
while moving the engine placement along the wingspan for a two-engine wing (a) and a
four-engine wing (b). In the first case, one engine is integrated in each wing side, placing
the engine at about 60% wingspan (η 1 = 0.6) which would significantly increase the flutter
speed with respect to the isolated wing (η 1 = 0). This amplification factor further increases
if the engine is placed ahead of the wing axis. Instead, a tip-mounted engine would reduce
the flutter speed by about 15%. While the first result would be beneficial for the design,
the second is quite negative and requires a stiffer structure. However, the balancing effect
given by both possibilities can be the right solution, with a certain mass used to compensate
the negative effect and return to the design flutter speed. That is to say, the negative effect
of the tip-mounted engine can be compensated by installing another engine onto the wing,
whose mass is equal to that of the tip-mounted engine. Furthermore, if that adjunct mass is
located around the location of minimum kinetic energy, a 25% increasing of flutter speed is
experienced. A similar conclusion can be made looking at the four-engine configuration
results in Figure 37b where one engine is fixed and the second engine is moved on the
same semi-span. Indeed, the effect of having one tip propeller (blue line) is compensated
by installing another engine along the span in the optimal position. This opens a new
challenge in the preliminary design of distributed propellers aircraft, which deals with
aeroelastic tailoring of wing. Keeping flutter speed constant while introducing outer wing
propellers would mean keeping the benefits of distributed propulsion at all.
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4.4. Strut-Braced Wing
Strut-braced wing configuration is a design concept far from new for this category of
aircraft. However, it was mostly used in the early days of aviation, becoming today more
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common in small airplanes. Specifically, the use of thin airfoil sections requires a structural
support for the wing to sustain the aerodynamic loads by decreasing the stress between
the wing root and the wing support mounting. However, the use of external structures
introduces a drag penalty that dramatically increases with the airspeed. Gradually, the
external bracing was replaced in favour of a cantilever wing, ensuring lower drag with
an appropriate wing-box and thickness-to-chord ratios. However, although the cantilever
wing configuration was massively adopted with its aerodynamic advantages, the concept
of the truss-braced wing configuration also survived due to other intrinsic advantages.
Compared to a cantilever beam-like wing, the structural support allows increasing the
wing aspect ratio with a consequent significant reduction of the induced drag. In addition,
the design of a lower wing thickness becomes feasible with small transonic wave drag
which requires the introduction of smaller sweep. Combining higher aspect ratios together
with lower sweep enables natural laminar flow and a significant increase of the overall
aircraft performance [176].
The advantages of strut-braced wing led to a number of specific and comprehensive investigations in the past. Many preliminary studies were conducted at the Boeing Company
to evaluate the performance and economics of a large subsonic military airplane comparing
cantilever and strut-braced configuration [177]. Specifically, Boeing researchers performed
structural analysis in two load conditions relying on a 2.5-g manoeuvre and 1.67-g taxi
bump. The results of optimisation and sensitivity analyses demonstrated that the second
layout positively affects the fuel consumption thanks to a high aspect ratio wing with low
thickness-to-chord ratio. In addition, the strut made it possible to solve ground strike
problems arising during taxiing with the cantilever configuration. The analysis showed
that the resulting configuration requires 1.6% less fuel with a reduction of 1.8% in MTOW
and 3% in OEW compared to the standard cantilever wing aircraft. As a consequence,
the direct operative costs were slightly lower. Another investigation performed at the
Boeing Company compared strut and cantilever wing configuration for a transport aircraft
in terms of block fuel consumption [178]. Again, the strut effectively saved structural
wing weight. However, the thickness necessary to cope with buckling failure increased
the drag with a higher fuel consumption compared to the cantilever layout. Instead, a
practical use of a strut-braced wing was revealed in Ref. [179], where the authors focused
on a business jet. They compared the novel configuration with aspect ratio 25 with an
equivalent conventional wing business jet with the same payload and range and designed
with a cantilever wing. The strut-braced wing design resulted in a higher weight of the
wing. However, the aerodynamic advantage of having such a high aspect ratio led to a
MTOW reduction and 20% fuel weight savings.
Previously mentioned works investigated the use of a strut rigidly attached to the
wing. Therefore, strut buckling achieved in case of negative load factors drives the design
and likely results in a very heavy and aerodynamically inefficient component. To avoid
this instability at all, an adaptive configuration is proposed in Ref. [180] with the strut
actually working only in case of positive load factors. Otherwise, the wing acts like a
cantilever wing for negative load factors without occurring in buckling condition. In
addition, such a non-rigid arrangement allows to optimise strut position and ageing force
to achieve maximum benefit possible. In addition to the buckling issue, it is worth noting
that the strut-braced wing concept allows reducing wing thickness-to-chord ratio and even
shortening the chord without any static weight penalty. However, the updated design
returns a smaller wing-box dimension which results in a lower torsional stiffness. The
wing is thus more sensitive to aeroelastic problems, which include greater static aeroelastic
deformation and/or lower flutter and divergence speeds. However, the strut design paves
the way to another means of optimisation, highlighting the possibility to face the increased
aeroelastic deformations by exploiting the moment that the strut induces on the wing [180].
Generally, the research findings appearing in the literature reveal that the strut-braced
configuration allows reducing the wingbox material devoted to bending withstanding. The
airfoils result shorter and thinner without any weight penalty. However, the spanwise
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which is equal to 8–12% of the maximum take-off weight. Considering the relation chain,
the strut-braced configuration can alleviate the maximum take-off weight of about 0.48%.
In addition, a further alleviation can be introduced by the lighter panels, while the strut
introduces a small penalty, which can be considered negligible as well.
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In addition to the static alleviation factor, it is worth noting that the strut decreases
the wing-free length with a positive effect on aeroelasticity. In particular, the aeroelastic
penalty can be calculated for both configurations according to Torenbeek’s formula [168]:
∆Waer =

ρg
qD
G

b3
.
√

2
t
1
−
M
c

(10)

The effect is proportional to b3 with a weight penalty reduced by up to 70%. That
contribution is estimated to be about 2% of the wing weight, which is approximately 8–12%
of the maximum take-off weight. Applying again a rational relation chain, the alleviation
factor ranges between 0.1% and 0.2% of the maximum take-off weight.
It is worth pointing out that the static and dynamic weight alleviation have been
estimated by making a suitable assumption on two wing configurations with the same
wingspan. The weight alleviation can be compensated to increase the aspect ratio. That is
to say, the MTOW is kept constant, and the aerodynamic performances are improved.
4.5. Morphing Wing
Wing morphing relies on the idea of changing the body shape or geometry to adapt to
different aerodynamic condition characterising a typical mission profile. This approach
is far from new and Wright flyer already employed such a roll control enabled by changing wing twist using cables opportunely designed and actuated by the pilot during the
flight. However, this is something that was easily approached dealing with such a flexible
structure. Modern aircrafts are required to achieve higher cruise speed and payload, only
possible making use of a rigid body, which is not compliant with a morphing attitude. This
concept indeed requires an intrinsic high elasticity of the structure for smoothly changing
the wing shape. That is where the morphing technology is quite difficult to implement
without facing structural stability problem. Hence, high-lift devices have been widely
implemented so far because they allow achieving higher lift without compromising structural rigidity. However, they suffer from aeroelastic problems and work properly only in
fixed conditions, preventing their use for smoothly adapting the aerodynamics. That is the
reason why morphing structures have a great potentiality, with the possibility to decrease
parasite drag up to 22%, posing the challenge even for smaller aircraft [181].
Morphed wings have been investigated for decades in a large number of research
activities aiming at matching the optimal aerodynamic shape in every flight condition. In
fact, current projects deal mostly with the maturation of materials and structural mechanics.
Instead, multiple unconventional architectures have been designed and tested in the past.
Such adaptive systems can be categorised into two main groups:

•
•

mechanised mechanisms and
compliant mechanisms,

whose remarkable distinction relies on the use of different architectures. The former
group of systems achieves morphing capability enabling rigid roto-translation of several
linkages interconnected by kinematic chains [182]. Each sub-component is designed to:
(i) withstand the external loads exerted in a real application, and (ii) achieve target shapeconfiguration. The former constraint is satisfied by solving stress relations. The latter
request is targeted by designing the actuator and the transmission line to get to the specific
configurations. Finally, the mechanical torques are defined to balance the aerodynamic
loads with as little power consumption as possible [183]. Instead, the compliant mechanisms rely on a more sophisticated architecture opportunely shaping the wing through
the deformation of structural elements. This system is equipped with a variable mechanical resistance distribution throughout the structure specifically designed to achieve the
prescribed shapes. Although the compliant architectures guarantee a more uniform shape
change, the robot-like mechanisms adopted in mechanised solutions is of more practical
use. The real paradox of morphing the wing is indeed that the structure has to be stiff
enough to withstand external loads and simultaneously flexible enough to accommodate
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different shapes with as little energy as possible. As a consequence, the application of mechanised structures is mandatory in large aircraft and still advantageous in smaller air vehicles. As
for high-speed cruising, high lift performance of the aircraft could be achieved by means
of morphing technology. Low-speed conditions, mostly take-off and landing, can benefit
from morphed solution with a performance improvement. High-lift devices are used for
this purpose and can be also considered part of the family of morphing systems. However,
some drawbacks still remain. Specifically, without any flow control, best performance in
low-speed conditions is achieved by combining a fowler flap and a leading edge slat. The
selection of a high-lift system indeed depends on the required take-off and landing performance. Generally, the maximum lift and the stall angle are the most important parameters
to be maximised. The specificity of high-lift systems is that, depending on the needs, one
system has to be used [184]. When the stall incidence has to be increased, the leading-edge
device is the suited solution. Instead, the trailing edge device allows increasing lift at a
certain flight angle, but at the cost of decreasing the stall angle. Hence, the combination of
both systems increases both maximum lift and stall angle increases. However, they require
heavy complex mechanisms to be moved to the design positions. In addition, they produce
friction and lift-induced drag in cruise configuration, demanding for opportune fairings
covering the kinematic mechanisms. In light of these considerations, introducing morphing
technologies for both types of devices can strongly increase the overall performances.
As a matter of fact, morphing technologies remain a key-enabling technology for all
aircraft categories where the emission is the first key driving design constraint. However,
many challenges from the airframe standpoint remain open and require an improved
system and much effort to achieve a step forward, looking at potential application of such
technology to innovative green airliners. For instance, where large shape changes are
necessary (e.g., STOL configuration), it is worth designing a suitable skin able to withstand
the aerodynamic loads while satisfying the requirements for the underlying morphing
structure. That is a huge challenge and a key issue, together with the improvement of
actuators. Indeed, the weight required for morphing actuators or necessary to opportunely
stiffer the structure is currently reducing the benefits coming from introducing morphing
technologies.
4.6. Novel Composite Technologies, Nano- and Multi-Functional Materials
Improving material properties has been an increasingly challenging goal within the
scientific community for many years. However, the introduction of composite technologies opened many ways to improve material performance by addressing criticalities and
without affecting the overall weight or even reducing the weight impact of the resulting
component/system at aircraft level. Generally speaking, the composites’ performance is
highly demanding and they are currently able to withstand high loads in harsh environments too. However, there are some aspects that can be improved by introducing advanced
and more controlled manufacturing technologies. In addition, the tailored production
of fully composite-made structures paved the way to the introduction of multifunctional
materials with enhanced performance obtained by introducing different or novel materials
within the structure. Hereinafter, three different key-enabling technologies are introduced,
briefly describing how they can positively affect the aircraft design towards a near-zero
emission air vehicle.
4.6.1. Automatic Fibre Placement
Composite manufacturing is a challenging technology due to the intrinsic lack of
replicability. Very low tolerance typical of metallic components cannot be matched by composite products, whose manufacturing involves layout assembling of resin and fibres, fibres
with different directions, or even the combination of sheets and cores in case of sandwich
structures. In addition, the different manufacturing stages, along with the necessity to have
tailored products, increases the production costs. Indeed, repeated processes are needed,
and the final product likely fails the quality control with the consequence to be rejected
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due to a lack of specification matching. In particular, the current processes including resin
infusion and autoclave require a continuous monitoring of manufacturing parameters such
as temperature and pressure, whose field distribution is worth it in order to achieve the
expected mechanical properties of the final product. In this context, a promising technology
consists of robotised placement of fibres and the absence of autoclave processes. In contrast
to classic technologies, the automatic fibre placement with out-of-autoclave manufacturing [185] is able to return tailored configurations with a less expensive process and better
quality of component. In particular, the use of automatic placement of fibres guarantees the
positioning of dry fibres without using prepreg materials. All in all, it returns a specific
tolerance requirement with a few further advantages listed as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lean manufacturing;
simplified configuration;
tailored material configuration/weight reduction;
longer material shelf life;
controlled resin to fibre content;
low void content;
suitable for large part production and sandwich structures;
low energy consumption;
special heated tools allow to build any composite shape.

Particularly promising is the manufacturing of coupons as complex as possible by
rapid automated dry preforming process (AFP) followed by liquid resin infusion (LRI).
However, it is rather difficult to address some challenges yet:

•
•
•
•

manufacturing process parameters setup;
development of a system for online monitoring of LRI process parameters;
technology characterisation;
allowable determination along with flammability and conductivity, and thermal and
lightning strike properties.

Nonetheless, the use of novel and more reliable manufacturing technology can reduce
the knockdown factors, reducing the gap between material and design allowables. In
addition, the costs and emissions of production lines can be reduced with a strong impact
on both cost of the aircraft and its overall emissions. That is to say, new emerging technologies can strongly impact the aircraft design of near-zero emission aircraft and are good
candidates as key-enabling technologies.
4.6.2. Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon fibre-reinforced polymer composite laminates have been increasingly used in
aerostructures because of the superior strength-to-weight ratio when compared to metallic
materials. However, they show some criticalities in ensuring lower electrical and thermal
conductivities and in the lack of efficient approaches for anti–icing/de–icing, lightning
strike protection, and, as widely discussed above, condition monitoring. Moreover, CFRP
laminates are characterised by extremely poor strength through the thickness and weak
interlaminar fracture toughness (ILFT). Those intrinsic characteristics make them quite
susceptible to delamination development, even under relatively low-energy impact. In this
context, the use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has been receiving much attention in the last
years because they are able to imbue the composite where they are introduced with multifunctional properties, including enhanced electrical/thermal conductivity and intrinsic
structural health monitoring attitude. The addition of CNTs within the resin is a promising
option because it does not alter structural integrity and enhance mechanical, thermal and
electrical properties [186], providing multifunctionality to advanced hierarchical CFRP
composites [187].
Within the last ones, nanotubes can be distributed throughout the matrix, placed
around individual fibres or even spread between several layers. The last possibility is quite
promising because it allows to control the amount and orientation of CNTs, enabling the
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design of multiple functionalities in a specific location and direction, further increasing the
tailoring parameters and integration capabilities of the resulting structure. One example
is given in Ref. [188], where highly conductive CNT webs, drawn directly from specially
grown CNT forests produced by chemical vapour deposition and characterised by negligible weight, are interleaved with several carbon layers to enhance thermal and electrical
properties of the laminate. In addition, CNT webs may prevent the nesting between several
plies with different directions, increasing the interlaminar fracture toughness without any
weight penalty. Furthermore, ILFT can benefit from the interaction of nanotubes with
specific epoxy resins. For instance, Bhanushali and Bradford [189] investigated the use
of CNT webs in glass fibre composites integrating different numbers and orientation of
CNT layers, finding out that ILFT is either marginally degraded or enhanced. Another
study [190] showed that placing an ethylenediamine-functionalised multilayer CNT web
characterised by negligible density between carbon fibre plies resulted in a 13% enhancement of the shear mode ILFT, while providing a further benefit in electrical conductivity.
The investigation carried out in Ref. [191] shows again that the integrating a mixture of
carbon nanotubes and epoxy resin through plain-woven glass fabric reinforcement returns
a hierarchical composite exhibiting increased mechanical properties with a rather limited
weight penalty. In detail, adding a 2% weight of carbon nanotubes leads to increase the
storage modulus (56%), flexural modulus (50%), flexural strength (55%), tensile modulus
(14%), and tensile strength (24%). Scanning electron microscope images indeed revealed
the presence of strong anchoring of CNT with fibres and epoxy resin around the fibres,
further demonstrating the ability of CNTs in strengthening the composite interface.
The introduction of such a zero-weight reinforcement strongly reduces some drawbacks of composite structure, inducing to close the gap between material allowables and
ultimate and limit design allowables. Reducing 5% of these values only for the wing could
reduce by up to 0.6% the max take-off weight of the aircraft. In addition to that, such
multifunctional materials introduced can be adopted for de-icing and anti-icing purposes
and SHM, further increasing the achievable benefits.
4.6.3. Structural Batteries
Another multifunctional property, that can be particularly suited for electric aircraft,
consists of replacing load-bearing components with such a structural battery. Combining
energy-storage capabilities along with load-bearing can minimise the detrimental impact of
battery weight on the aircraft. Nonetheless, this technology is not mature enough yet to be
integrated within the airframe and many challenging aspects have to be properly addressed
to close technological gaps preventing their introduction for commercial aeronautical
applications.
In detail, the structural batteries, also referred to as multifunctional electrochemical
energy storage systems, are characterised by the combination of mechanical properties, such
as carbon-based composites, and energy storage capabilities, such as conventional lithiumion (Li-ion) batteries. According to the functional integration level, this type of component
relies on the multifunctional properties of either the structure or the material. In the former
case, either conventional batteries or thin film energy storages can be integrated into the
structure. They are decoupled systems whose integration returns multifunctional structures.
This architecture can be achieved by introducing a special structural layout where batteries
are installed within the components—as shown in Figure 39—both ensuring the energy
storage and fulfilling the required mechanical stiffness. In the latter case, multifunctional
properties are ensured at material level, either with single ply functionalisation or through
material constituent functionalisation. In this way, a coupled system is achieved with
inherent multifunctional properties.
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achieved. However, the weight savings obtained with this approach are rather limited and
the processing cost does not return enough performance gain compared to simply casing
conventional batteries. Instead, a better structural performance is achieved introducing
thin-film energy storage, but the achievable energy density is rather limited and assessed
in between 35–3500 µWh/cm2 . Combined with the cost of thin-film energy storages, the
result does not fit the aeronautical large-scale application. Another degree of performance
is achieved by introducing multifunctional materials. Indeed, the structural performance
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is generally very good and comparable to some aeronautical composites. However, the
energy storage capabilities are not impressive. For the case of single ply functionalisation,
a specific energy in the range 12–58 Wh/kg can be expected and elastic modulus in the
GPa range. When working on functionalising material constituent, better energy storage
capabilities can be theoretically achieved (up to 146 Wh/kg) but the structural performance
decreases with storage properties.
Hence, as a general trend, structural batteries can show excellent properties in either
structural or electrical function and the best trade-off should be designed according to
the specific application. Indeed, structural performance returns very good weight saving,
increased by the snowball effect. However, the low-energy storage capabilities limit
the replacement of energy storage cells discussed in Section 2.5. This type of structural
integration can be more suited for compensating small energy requirements, such as local
electrical power units. On the other hand, high-energy storage capabilities ensured by
multifunctional structures are well suited to replace aircraft energy sources, but they show
very low structural performance and small weight saving.
However, another critical aspect emerging from the structural batteries’ integration lies
in the durability and certification aspects. They are strongly correlated, as the certification
process in aeronautics aims to ensure safety over the entire aircraft lifetime. This issue
arises mostly when the multi-functional integration is at structural level, which raises
concerns in the way to estimate design life due to reduction in the interlaminar shear
strength of the coupon. Indeed, batteries can be seen as inserted within the structure, with
inherent negative impact on the structural strength. Hence, airworthiness requires testing
the structural batteries at different coupon levels (from specimen to real scale subsystem
and components) and load-scenario. In fact, according to FAA advisory circulars, it is
worth demonstrating the compliance of these inclusions with static test, fatigue tests on
primary structures, and damage tolerance compliance. In addition, health monitoring for
safe storage and operation is demanding, is flammability prevention. Certification issues
have not been addressed yet and require attention along with the end-of-life strategies,
which have still not been considered thoroughly. However, as to this latter aspect, promising
results are achieved approaching the problem with a life cycle assessment [200]. As a matter of
perspectives, although many aspects require either being tuned or investigated further, structural
batteries show promising results and can return optimised energy storage systems at aircraft
level with a positive impact on life-cycle assessment of the whole platform.
5. Concluding Remarks
This paper has reviewed a number of key-enabling technologies for the future goal of
designing and deploying near-zero emission aircraft. The aim is to bring together power
and energy storage possibilities, novel aerodynamic findings, and innovative airframe
technologies, whose efficient integration has the potential to move a further step in the
design of environmentally friendly aircraft. In each field, the most promising technologies
are discussed, highlighting the possible benefits at aircraft level, pointing out current
criticalities and improvements needed to achieve the desired performance. The paper
focused on the technologies that could be easily integrated into a commuter aircraft, since
it is opinion of the European Community, who financed several projects on this topic, that
a small air transport (SAT) demonstrator could be used to assess the feasibility of the new
technologies and the overall results in terms of CO2 , NOX , and noise emissions. Moreover,
the results obtained at SAT level will be a milestone in the roadmap to the application of
such technologies in the large passenger transport segment. Clearly, the integration of
selected technologies and their impact on aircraft performance, including fuel saving, is left
to the designer. For instance, the application of a morphing wing technology shall improve
the aerodynamics without penalising the structural weight, thus reducing the aircraft
energy demand without compromising the structural integrity. However, the impact on the
overall sustainability will also depend on how the source materials have been produced
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and how aircraft will be depleted at end-of-life. In other words, a life-cycle-analysis will be
performed.
The need for significant emissions reduction in aviation pushes research into developing outstanding technologies, as well as manufacturing and operational strategies.
However, with the current state-of-the-art, it is unlikely that we will soon get a large electric
aircraft on the market, in contrast with the case of the electric car. This is probably due to
the requirements of lightness, reliability, safety, comfort, and operational capability of fast
air transport, which are not completely achieved yet. For instance, recent investigations
on new aero-propulsive technologies have shown that they do not provide significant fuel
burn reduction, unless the operational ranges are limited to short regional routes or the
electric storage capability is unrealistically high, and that this little advantage comes at
increased gross weight and operational costs.
For this reason, given the complexity of an aircraft with its performance and safety
requirements, it is appropriate to face the problem of emissions abatement through a multidisciplinary approach and be aware that the new eco-friendly air transport should be a
revolutionary concept, not necessarily different from the classic tube-and-wing layout, but
certainly with outstanding aero-propulsive technologies integrated within the airframe
and with subsystems providing accurate power management and distribution, as well as
fault-tolerant strategies. Moreover, it is worth noting that many improvements are still
possible at airframe level, enabling higher aircraft performance by mostly integrating health
management approaches, tailored wing architectures, and multi-functional materials.
The fast air transport requires both high energy and high power to perform its mission.
The kerosene-based fuels, producing greenhouse and poisonous gases—such as carbon
dioxide and nitrogen oxide—and soot when burned, are still attractive because of their
high specific energy, which is actually roughly 60 times higher than the current commercial
Li-ion batteries and will be still 20 times higher by 2035 in an optimistic forecast. It is clear
that, by only considering batteries, electric motors, and main powerplant subsystems, the
full-electric flight will be feasible only for short range, small aircraft. Even considering
only the pollutants emissions’ reduction, the snowball effect on gross weight cannot be
neglected. It is unreasonable to perform the same mission with a large transport aircraft
weighing 15–20 times the actual in-service airplane, as it would be an economic failure and
probably would also require bigger airport infrastructure. Therefore, alternatives to the simple
switch of conventional engines to electric motors and fuel to batteries must be sought.
The evolution of conventional propulsive systems, in particular of gas turbines, could
provide thermodynamic efficiencies up to 70% with new materials and better cooling. In
practice, this is not achievable by simply upgrading the existing engines, as the whole
thermodynamic cycle must be optimised and the results must be evaluated at least at
airframe level, not on the engine alone. In addition, even pushing the propulsive efficiency
to 90%, it will be impossible to go much further from the current overall engine efficiency, as
improvements will be made to the inherently low values of a thermal machine. Moreover,
a high thermal efficiency, typical of high thrust settings, favours NOX emissions, while low
thrust settings produce significant amounts of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons. The
emissions of CO2 follow the same trend of thrust-specific fuel consumption with engine
ratings. Therefore, improvements of current gas turbine technology are welcomed, but
largely insufficient alone in providing a quasi-zero emissions aircraft.
An interesting alternative is the utilisation of sustainable aviation fuels (SAFs), which
are fuels compatible with both the existing engines and infrastructures. They are shortly
named “drop-in” fuels for the reasons just stated. They are completely miscible with the
conventional fossil fuel and provide the same performance because their base molecule
is a hydrocarbon. Thus, when burned, they will produce nearly the same amount of CO2
per unit of fuel as conventional jet fuel, yet the net life-cycle carbon emissions are reduced,
since SAFs recycle carbon that is already present in the biosphere where most of the emitted
carbon is absorbed by new biomass. SAFs are obtained by cultivation of specific crops or
recycling organic wastes, giving a potential equivalent CO2 reduction from 50% to 80%.
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Yet, the social impact of land use change must be accounted for, while the European Union
already stated that raw materials cannot be sourced from land with high biodiversity or
high carbon footprint. The actual crops provide for a tiny availability and the final product
may costs 50% to 60% more of conventional jet fuel. Yet, almost all of the six approved
bio-based fuels are ready to be used and constitute a proven product to reduce the aviation
climate impact.
As for electric propulsion alone, it is not sufficient to fulfil the requirements of regional
and large transport aviation; however, it is still worth exploiting the many possibilities that
the electric propulsion offers, since the link between the power source and the propulsors
is no longer only mechanical but also electric. Moreover, the high efficiency of electric
motors, with their seamless scalability, offers advantages on every aircraft class. Many
different architectures are possible, which can be grouped into full and hybrid-electric
configurations. The advantages and drawbacks of full-electric powerplant architectures
have already been discussed. The hybrid-electric layout combines the advantage of both
thermal and conventional systems, at the expense of a higher complexity and weight. The
hybrid layout also includes the turbo-electric configuration, which is entirely powered
by the thermal engine, not having an electric energy source. Clearly, the adoption of the
turbo-electric chain alone generates a minor overall efficiency, since in the powerplant
there are additional components with their mechanical and thermal losses. Therefore,
the turbo-electric layout, but in general all the electric powerplants, are more attractive if
integrated with new aerodynamic technologies, which are more difficulty enabled with a
conventional powerplant.
The electric energy on a commuter aircraft could be easily stored in batteries or
hydrogen tanks for fuel cells. Hydrocarbon fuel cells are also possible, since their use
eliminates NOX , but not carbon emissions. Liquid nitrogen fuel tanks as well as solar
panels are excluded from the possible utilisation on the SAT segment. Batteries may
achieve 500 W/kg specific energy by 2035, yet higher values towards 1500–2000 W/kg are
desirable for the electric propulsion to become attractive on larger aircraft. PEM fuel cells
using hydrogen as fuel are a viable alternative to batteries, but the authors did not find a
clear historical trend on the specific energy (also depending on the storage technology) and
specific power (accounting for fuel cell plus tank and subsystems) to draw a forecast of this
technology. Recently, it has been stated that minor adaption of gas turbines may provide
hydrogen to be directly fuelled into thermal engines—from a cryogenic tank through a heat
exchanger—providing a net specific energy very close to the jet fuel and reducing climate
impact by 75%.
Improvements in aerodynamics have a direct impact on aircraft performance. In the
last decade, distributed electric propulsion (DEP) has been widely investigated to exploit
the possibility to increase the wing maximum lift capability. The scalability and power
line connections of electric drives enable an easier accommodation for DEP, whose main
function is to blow on the wing at low airspeed. The increased local airspeed at a given
angle of attack increases the maximum lift coefficient, just like an advanced high-lift device.
This benefit should be used to size the wing for the cruising condition, hence allowing
for a higher wing loading (reduced wing area for a given aircraft gross weight), while it
is usually sized for landing condition, which sets a large wing area to limit take-off run
and landing speed. Several experimental aircraft are being designed with this technology,
the most famous is the NASA X-57. The key success for such technology will be the
perfect integration of airframe, aerodynamics, and propulsion, where the above-mentioned
advantages must not be offset by increased weight and installation or cooling drag.
Since the beginning of the airplane age, one of the objectives of aerodynamic technologies is the reduction of both viscous and non-viscous drag. As concerns the former, the
establishing of laminar airflow, natural or forced, is an active thematic from the 1980s. As
the laminar flow is unstable, protections must be enabled against ice, rain, and generally
any kind of flow contamination that may promote transition. Another fascinating topic
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is the boundary layer ingestion, which would allow for wake cancelling and hence drag
reduction, while simultaneously producing thrust.
Parasite drag is not only laminar, but also turbulent. Devices such as riblets, which
provide anisotropic roughness, constitute a passive technique to reduce turbulent drag.
The accurate physics of riblets is still unknown, as they seem to interact with the turbulent
flow structure. They would provide less fuel savings than laminar flow control or natural
laminar flow and also imply additional operative costs due to their maintenance (shape
adherence to the body). Nonetheless, they have been proven to be an effective method for
drag reduction.
Non-viscous, subsonic drag, also known as vortex drag or lift-induced drag, is due to
the vortex system established from the wing downstream. The pressure differential between
upper and lower wing surface decreases towards the wing tips, where the two zones at
different pressure interact, releasing wing tip vortices. This well-known phenomenon is
visible in moist air, especially at high lift coefficients. As these vortices are due to the
wing finiteness, the first proposal to mitigate such vortices is the increase of wing aspect
ratio, usually increasing the wingspan by keeping the same wing area, hence reducing the
three-dimensional aerodynamic effects. As this has significant structural drawbacks, until
now wing tip vortices have been mitigated with the installation of winglets, which are wing
tips appendices with profiles twisted and planform canted in such a way to counteract the
induced drag vector.
A further improvement in induced drag reduction may come from propellers installed
at wing tips and ultra-high aspect ratio wings. Although the idea is not new, the recent
propulsive and structural advances could enable such layouts. A wing-tip propeller should
operate so as to counteract the induced velocity vector with its flow swirl. By rotating the
propeller in the opposite direction of the tip vortex, i.e., inner-up direction, it is possible to
reduce the induced angle of attack and hence the induced drag. This has been shown by
both numerical analyses and experimental tests, which have shown an equivalent aspect
ratio increase of 35% or a reduction from 20 to 40 drag counts. Clearly, with the extreme
position of wing-tip propellers, engine-out operations would be impossible or very difficult,
while aero-elastic effects must be accurately predicted to avoid, for instance, whirl flutter.
Ultra-high aspect ratio wings, meaning aspect ratio larger than 20, can improve
an aircraft aerodynamic efficiency with the most straight-forward solution and could
also provide an easier establishment of laminar flow, because of the reduced cross-flow
component. As in the case of wing-tip propellers, a larger wingspan enlarges the aero-elastic
effects, which must be mitigated with an advanced wing structure adding little weight and
drag penalties. In this sense, innovative configurations of transport aircraft such as strutbraced wing or truss-braced wing are being designed to get high aerodynamic efficiency,
decreasing fuel burn by 10% to 20%. For short-range aircraft, spending a significant amount
of mission time in climb and descent, at high lift coefficients, the impact on fuel burn
should be even more beneficial. These advantages could be achieved if the wing structural
weight is decreased from 50% to 90% with respect to the actual design and manufacturing
techniques.
As airframe design impacts the aircraft weight, many technologies have been introduced and new ones are being investigated to get a lighter airframe. In fact, both aircraft
acquisition and maintenance costs, as well as pollutant emissions, are proportional to
aircraft weight. However, each new technology has many drawbacks that prevent its
full exploitation in structural design while complying to performance and safety requirements. Again, a multi-disciplinary approach is needed to account for the numerous factors
affecting the characteristics of interest.
Composite materials are inherently lighter and stiffer than the conventional materials
employed in aircraft manufacturing (i.e., metals). They can also be manufactured as onepiece barrels, providing a significant weight saving due to missing fittings among smaller
parts. However, there are other aspects limiting these advantages. For instance, random
events such as low-velocity impacts may induce almost invisible failures due to the complex
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mechanics behaviour of the anisotropic and multi-layered structure. The usual response is
a constrained design and strict maintenance schedule, offsetting the advantage of the use
of composite materials. To limit such drawback, structural health monitoring (SHM) can be
used to provide continuous or on-demand structural monitoring, enabling on-condition
maintenance and enabling smart intelligent composite structures. The complete adoption
of SHM to provide a condition-based structural design is a long-term perspective since
the standardisation and reliability of such a system requires time. In the short term, SHM
should support damage-tolerant design with damage assessment, still relying on scheduled
inspections with non-destructive techniques to ensure safety. The examples of aircraft life
cycle and landing gear maintenance are given in this paper.
As concerns unconventional aircraft configurations, weight estimation cannot rely
on statistics since currently there are no such aircraft in service. Therefore, higher fidelity
methods also covering a multi-disciplinary approach must be included in the preliminary
design phase. Since Class I methods, based on empirical data, are out of discussion, an
acceptable weight estimation should start with a Class II method, which derives the aircraft
main components mass through semi-empirical formulations based on the component
geometry and the limit load factors. The use of Class III methods, i.e., FEM, provides the
maximum freedom and accuracy, but requires a relatively high computational cost and
may require geometric details that may be not available in the preliminary design phase. A
feasible alternative may be the adoption of the Class II and a 12 methods which are based on
the estimation of the mass of material required to withstand loads applied to a particular
aircraft component. Clearly, they must be integrated in the design loop to be effective.
A typical and trending example of non-conventional aircraft configuration is the wing
with distributed propellers. Apart from the mass breakdown needed to estimate the aircraft
maximum take-off weight, aeroelastic tailoring is needed to design a safe and performant
innovative architecture. Flutter speed, propeller whirl flutter, structural stability, and modal
frequencies are some of the concerns for a wing with multiple propulsors installed. The
example of the NASA X-57 Maxwell is given in the paper.
The strut-braced wing is another unconventional configuration back on the scene
of aviation research, because with the modern design and manufacturing techniques,
the disadvantage of the additional aerodynamic drag due to the wing struts may be
beneficially offset by increasing the wing aspect ratio to a value higher than 20 and adopting
a thinner airfoil shape, enabling higher aerodynamic efficiencies at high Mach numbers.
Consequently, MTOW may be reduced and fuel savings of 20% are theoretically possible, as
claimed by the Boeing. Moreover, non-rigid wing struts may be installed to avoid buckling
with negative load factors. In this case, the wing will behave as a cantilever structure in
that condition, while the strut would work only in case of positive load factor.
Morphing wings have been an active object of research since the beginning of aviation.
The idea is to change the geometry to adapt to different aerodynamic conditions. As
an example, roll control may be achieved—as the Wright brothers did at the beginning
of aviation era—by twisting the wing instead of deflecting the ailerons. Moreover, high
lift may be achieved by changing the wing profile curvature instead of relying on rigid
high-lift devices such as slats and flaps, which require complex and heavy mechanisms
to be actuated. According to some studies, morphing structures have the potential to
decrease parasite drag up to 22%. Morphing systems are categorised into two main groups
using different architectures. One type consists of multiple rigid elements interconnected
by kinematic chains like a robot. The other type relies on the deformation of structural
elements. The first is of more practical use, while the latter usually provides uniform shape
changes. For both, there is the inherent difficulty to be stiff enough to withstand external
loads and simultaneously flexible enough to accommodate different shapes with as little
energy as possible.
Finally, novel composite manufacturing technologies, as well as nano- and multifunctional materials, should provide additional benefits in terms of costs, weight, and
performance. For instance, the automatic composite fibre placement with out-of-autoclave
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AC
ACARE
AFloNext
AFP
ALTTA
APU
ASTM
ATAG
ATJ
ATJ-SPK
BLADE
BLI

Alternate Current
Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe
Aircraft Flow Control Technologies
Automated dry Performing Process
Application of hybrid Laminar flow Technology on Transport aircraft
Auxiliary Power Unit
American Society for Testing and Materials
Air Transport Action Group
Alcohol-to-Jet
Alcohol-to-Jet Synthetic Paraffinic Kerosene
Breakthrough Laminar Aircraft Demonstrator
Boundary Layer Ingestion
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BMS
BVID
CAI
CFRP
CMC
CNT
CS2
DC
DEP
DP
ELFIN
ELICA
FAA
FEM
FH
FT-SPK
FT-SPK/A
GEN
HEFA
HFC
HFS-SIP
HLFC
IATA
ICAO
ICE
ILFT
IMD
IoT
LFC
LRI
MIL
MOT
MTOM
NDE
NDI
NLF
PEM
RANS
SAF
SAT
SBW
SFWA
SHM
SiC
SOFC
TBW
TOD
UAV
UHAR
UNINA
VAC
VDC
VID
CO
CO2
LH2
NOX
ap

Battery Management System
Barely Visible Impact Damage
Compression After Impact
Carbon fibres Reinforced Plastics
Ceramic Matrix Composite
Carbon Nanotube
Clean Sky 2
Direct Current
Distributed Electric Propulsion
Distributed Propulsion
European Laminar Flow Investigation
ELectric Innovative Commuter Aircraft
Federal Aviation Authorities
Finite Element Methods
Flight Hours
Fischer–Tropsch Synthetic Paraffinic Kerosene
Fischer–Tropsch Synthetic Paraffinic Kerosene and Aromatics
Generator
Hydroprocessed Fatty Acid Esters and Free Fatty Acid
Hydrogen Fuel Cell
Hydroprocessing of Fermented Sugars—Synthetic Iso-Paraffinic kerosene
Hybrid Laminar Flow Control
International Association of Air Transport
International Civil Aviation Organisation
Internal Combustion Engine
Interlaminar Fracture Toughness
Insulation Monitor Devices
Internet of Things
Laminar Flow Control
Liquid Resin Infusion
Minimum Induced Loss
Motor
Maximum Take-Off Mass
Non-Destructive Evaluation
Non-Destructive Inspection
Natural Laminar Flow
Proton Exchange Membrane
Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes
Sustainable Alternative Fuel
Small Air Transport
Strut-Braced Wing
Smart Fixed Wing Aircraft
Structural Health Monitoring
Silicon Carbide
Solid-Oxide Fuel Cell
Truss-Braced Wing
Threshold Of Detectability
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Ultra-High Aspect Ratio
University of Naples “Federico II”
Volt in Alternate Current
Volt in Direct Current
Visible Impact Damage
Carbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide
Liquid hydrogen
Nitrogen oxide
Propeller axial induction factor
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apt
AR
ARe
b
c
CD
CD0
CDi
CL
CM
CT
d
Dp
e
G
g
J
L
M
P(E)
q
R
r
Re
Rec
ReD
t/c
Tp
V∞
Vp
w
W
wp
wswirl
α
αiw
η
ρ
ρ∞
σ
ω
Ω

Propeller tangential induction factor
Wing aspect ratio
Wing effective aspect ratio
Wingspan
Wing chord
Drag coefficient
Parasite drag coefficient
Induced drag coefficient
Lift coefficient
Pitching moment coefficient
Propeller thrust coefficient
Dent depth
Propeller disk diameter
Oswald factor for lift-induced drag
Shear modulus
Gravitational acceleration
Propeller advance ratio
Structural beam length
Mach number
Probability of occurrence of the event E
Structural load distribution (force per unit length)
Propeller radius
Propeller blade station
Reynolds number
Reynolds number based on wing chord
Reynolds number based on propeller diameter
Thickness ratio
Propeller thrust
Free-stream flow speed
Flow speed at the propeller
Wing-induced downwash
Aircraft gross weight
Propeller-induced downwash
Flow tangential speed downstream of the propeller
Angle of attack
Induced angle of attack due to the wing
Non-dimensional wingspan station
Material density
Free-stream flow density
Structural element stress
Flow angular speed downstream of the propeller
Propeller angular speed
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